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Preface

There can scarcely be imagined a more

pleasing task for a writer than to use

his pen in describing the school of which
he is proud to call himself an

"
Old Boy."

While studying the works of authors who
have gone before in this task, how many
echoes and remembrances of bygone days
are called forth. Whether this little

book succeed or fail in its purpose is not,

of course, for the writer of it to say ;

but if it gives half as much pleasure in

the reading as it has done in the writing
the author will be amply compensated
and the reader not disappointed. To
some of those who have written about
the School, I must express my gratitude,

especially to Mr. Frederic H. Forshall,

Westminster School ; to Mr. John
Sargeaunt, Annals of Westminster School ;

to Mr. W. A. Peck, "Westminster," in

Everyday Life in Our Public Schools;
and to an anonymous writer in

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 1866.
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Westminster School

CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL

Every great school has a character, a

personahty, which in one case will be

derived from its environment, in another

from its historical traditions, in yet
another from the influence brought to

bear upon it by a headmaster of striking

ability and strength of purpose. West-
minster School, the College of St. Peter

at Westminster, bears its character upon
its face ;

it nestles under the wing of the

famous abbey, it was founded by pious
men centuries ago, it retains a multitude

of traditions and not a few old-world

customs that perpetuate an atmosphere
of mediaevahsm mingled with modernism.
Outside Dean's Yard, the roar and tur-

moil of the great city ; inside, we pass
under lofty elms and through an old

stone-pointed archway to the school

precincts, over which brood the memories
1
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of past generations astir with the young
voices of to-day.
Westminster looks upon itself as an

EHzabethan foundation, which for all

practical purposes it is. But its history
can be traced more or less dimly through
many hundred years before despotic

Queen Bess began to rule over England.
In connection with most monastic estab-

lishments there were schools, wherein the

monks or especially appointed masters
were the teachers, and the pupils chiefly
the sons of the neighbours. Such was

undoubtedly the case at Westminster.
William Fitzstephen, who was present
at the murder of Thomas a Becket, pre-
faced his life of the saint with a

"
Descrip-

tion of the Most Noble City of London,"
which must have been written previous
to 1190. Therein we read :

"
In London

three principal churches have, by privi-

lege and ancient dignity, famous schools."

It is doubtful if Fitzstephen included

Westminster in London, but at any rate

it would be surprising if a school were
attached to other churches and not to

the great abbey in the west.

It is sad that we cannot accept as

authentic the story told in the Chronicle
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of Ingulph, abbot of Croyland, which
would take us back to 1051

;
but it is

such a pretty piece of fiction and so very
hke fact that it bears quotation. Ingulph
says that on his way from the school he
was wont to meet Queen Edgitha, who
would enquire the progress he was making
in his work, and

"
falling from grammar

to the brighter studies of logic, wherein
she had much skill and knowledge, she

would subtilely catch him in the threads

of argument, and afterward send him
home with cakes and money, which was
counted out to him by her handmaids.'*

Alas, that the authenticity of this

Chronicle has been shattered
;

the

picture is a pretty one, and reminds all

schoolboys, old and present, of those

dear, delightful uncles who consider that

a good dinner and a good tip are essentials

in the encouragement of education. Are
there such uncles still in these liberal

days ?

In the reign of Edward III a salary
is allotted to one who is described as
"
Magister Scholarium pro eruditione

puerorum grammaticorum .

' *

But more important far than any such
crumbs of history is the outstanding fact
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that the school was a part of the rehgious
estabHshment and was under the control
of its governors, remaining so until quite
recent years. This fact not only influ-

enced the history of the school itself, but
coloured and tempered its very atmo-

sphere ; the school nestled under the

wing and under the protection of the

Abbey, generally much to the gain of

the former, but not always so.

In the early part of the year 1540,

Henry VIII laid hands upon the Abbey
revenues and altered the form of its

government, the last abbot being created
the first dean. For a while, too, West-
minster was a bishopric. Dean Benson
died in 1549, and was succeeded by
Richard Cox, who had been Master of

Eton, and who, under Mary, suffered im-

prisonment and banishment, returning
to England on the accession of Ehzabeth.
The first Headmaster was one John

Adams, who was appointed in 1540, he

being succeeded three years later by
Alexander Nowell, who amongst other

claims to immortality counts that of

being the inventor of bottled beer.

In 1559 Elizabeth dissolved the mo-
nastic establishment which her sister Mary
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had set up again, and in the year following
refounded the school, apparently on very
similar lines to those laid down by her

father. An historian of Westminster thus

sums up the situation :

*'

Queen Eliza-

beth, the last foundress, did only continue

her father's appointment : that princess

made, indeed, a statute ordering the

manner in which scholars were to be

elected upon the foundation in this school,

and from thence to a college in each of the

two Universities, and likewise the number
to be so removed every year." This brings
us to the second outstanding fact in the

history of the school, the close and still

continuing connection with Christ Church,

Oxford, and Trinity College, Cambridge.
The College of St. Peter was then

constituted thus : the Dean ;
twelve

canons or prebendaries ;
two school-

masters and forty scholars. The Head-
master was to be a Master of Arts, the

under-master a Bachelor of Arts, and were

to be appointed alternately by the Dean
of Christ Church and by the Master of

Trinity, in each case with the approba-
tion of the Dean of Westminster. From
1610 to 1764 the headmaster was always
a Westminster student of Christ Church.

2—(2150)
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For its means of support the school was

entirely dependent upon the College
revenues.

Back to Elizabeth's day, then, are

to be traced the two great divisions of

the school, Queen's Scholars and Town-
boys, the latter comprising boarders and
home-boarders under varying names. By
Elizabeth it was enjoined that every year
three Queen's scholars should be elected

severally to Christ Church and to Trinity,
their places being taken by six new
scholars

; so each year there were the

major election of scholars to one of the
Universities and the minor election of

boys to be upon the school foundation.

The scholars are Royal Scholars, that is

to say. King's or Queen's, according to

the sex of the occupant of the throne.
In 1589 Richard Hakluyt, Master of

Artes and student sometime of Christ

Church, in Oxford, writes of himself as

having been
"
one of her Majesties

Scholars at Westminster, that fruitful

nurserie." The examination for a Royal
Scholarship has always been known as
"
Challenge," or was always so known

until but a comparatively few years ago,

being now dubbed " The Challenge."
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There was a preliminary examination
for minor candidates, that is, for candi-

dates for a scholarship, which examina-

tion, says Mr. W. A. Peck, writing toward
the close of last century,

"
was much the

same as other examinations of the kind

elsewhere . . . and the result, which was

generally published in a week's time, was
looked for with eager anticipations. Pre-

sently it would be noised abroad that
'

prelims, were out
'

; and on coming into

school a surging crowd round the notice-

board confirmed the intelligence. Few
whose names have ever stood on that

paper will forget how they pressed

through the surrounding
'

greeze
'

(An-

glice, crowd), fought their way up to the

notice-board, stood upon a form to bring
the eye more on a level with the paper,

peeped under the arms or over the

shoulder of some more fortunate indi-

vidual, and then—either read their names

high on the list, proudly victorious over

some dreaded rival, or else low down
and defeated ; or, worst of all, below the

line which indicated that they were not

required to present themselves for further

examination."

A month or so later came "
the first
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challenge," on a Saturday, beginning at

eleven o'clock. These challenges were a

form of viva voce examination, wherein
the candidates examined or challenged
each other. Dean Swift, on April 31st,

1711, writes from Chelsea to Stella :

**
I

was at the election of lads at West-
minster to-day, and a very silly thing it

is
;
but they say there will be fine doings

to-morrow. I dined with Dr. Freind,
the second-master of the school, with
a dozen parsons, and others ; Price

made me stay." Then on May 1 :

'*
I was balked at Westminster ;

I

came too late. I heard no speeches nor
verses."

Another dean, Liddell, has described

the challenge for us :

**
All the candi-

dates for vacant places in College are

presented to the Master in the order

of their forms. There were commonly
between twenty and thirty, from the

Fourth form upwards. The two lowest

boys came up before the Head Master,

having prepared a certain proportion of

Greek epigram and Ovid's Metamorphoses,
which had been set them a certain number
of hours before. In preparing these pas-

sages they have the assistance of certain



The Rose Window and Refectory Wall of Westminster

Abbey, which can be seen only from the School
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senior boys, who are called their Helps.
The lower of the two boys is the Chal-

lenger. He calls on the boy whom he

challenges to translate the passage set

them, and, if he can correct any fault in

translating, takes his place. The Upper
boy now becomes the Challenger, and

proceeds in the same way. When the

translation is finished, the Challenger,
whichever of the two boys happens to be
left in that position, has the right of

putting questions in grammar ; and, if

the Challenged cannot answer them and
the Challenger answers them correctly,
the former loses his place. They attack

each other in this way until their stock

of questions is answered. The first Chal-

lenge is called the Unlimited Challenge,
in which they may ask any number of

questions they like. These questions are

all in grammar, and sometimes the boys
were so well prepared that I have known
two boys go on until nine o'clock at

night, having begun early in the morning.
After this Unlimited Challenge, by which
a clever boy who is low in the hst may
get to the top, what is called the Limited

Challenge began, in which the questions
are limited to a certain number, the
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Challenge ceasing after these questions
were exhausted."

It is easy to picture the growing
excitement as one candidate after another
was defeated until the end came, and on
the last day it was known which one
would enter college as head of his year.
The boy who got in head was

"
chaired

"

on a ladder through the cloisters and
around Great and Little Dean's Yards.

With regard to the major candidates,
those up for election to the University,
two points may be noted : the dinner

given by the College to former scholars,

after which a
"
cap

"
was sent round,

the money collected being divided among
the elect, and the recital in school, or

declamation, before the Dean, canons,

masters, and boys. Of this ceremony,
Dr. Byrom was a witness in April, 1725 :

'*
Dr. Bentley gave me a ticket in the

school, and I dined in the hall. I ate

some hashed calf's head, pigeon pie,
lobster. They were none of them good,
nor the wine. Went to a coffee-house

after dinner with Ord and Gordon
;
two

dishes, 4d. About five went to the

school again. I sat within the bar and
heard all the declamations ; pretty good
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verses. Gave my verses about St. George
and the Dragon to a lad, that is, Davis
did. The subject was Ne sit pro teste

vetustus. They took, and the lad had
some money given him."
Now we must hark back.

A paper by an unknown hand gives us

a clear view of schoolboy life at West-
minster in or about the year 1630. It

is too long to transcribe in full :

" About a quarter of an hour after

five in the morning we were called up
by one of the Monitors of the chamber

(with a
*

surgite ') ; and, after Latin

prayers, we went into the cloysters
to wash." Then followed

"
school,"

commencing at latest at 6
;

8-9 was
devoted to

"
Beaver," i.e., food and

drink, and to
"
recollection of our-

selves, and preparation for future exer-

cises." More
"
school," 9-11; then

dinner, during which
" we read some

portion of the Latin Bible in a manu-

script (to facilitate the reading of such

hands)
"

;
more *'

school," 1-3;
**
betwixt

3 and 4 we had a little respite,"
which

" we "
must sorely have needed ;

4-5 more **
school

"
; then supper.

** The scholars were governed by
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several Monitors (two for the Hall, as

many for the Church, the School, the

Fields, the Cloyster
—which last attended

them to washing, and were called Mom-
tores immundorum). The Captain of the

School was over all these, and, therefore,

called Monitor Monitorum. These Moni-
tors kept them strictly to speaking of

Latin, in their several commands ;
and

withal they presented their complaints
or Accusations (as we called them) every

Friday morning, when the punishments
were often redeemed by exercises, or

favours shown to boys of extraordinary
merit, who had the honor (by the

Monitor Monitorum) many times to beg
and prevail for such remissions." So
that it will be seen that the monitorial

system is no new thing
—at any rate, at

Westminster.
Edward Grant was the first Head-

master to make his mark upon the history
of the school, being appointed in 1572,
and holding his office until 1593, when
he was succeeded by William Camden.

He, in turn, was succeeded by Richard

Ireland, during whose reign the school

was sorely beset by the plague, and the

Queen died. Then came, in 1622,
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Lambert Osbaldeston, who added to the

repute of the school, and then, in 1638,

Richard Busby, most famous of all Head-
masters. Like the Vicar of Bray, he
held his office through troublous times.

Did not Sir Roger de Coverley say of

him: "A great man, Dr. Busby; he

whipped my grandfather ; a very great
man." Another has summed him up
thus :

" He was a person eminent and

exemplary for piety and justice, an

encourager of vertuous and forward

youth, of great learning and hospitality,
and the chief person that educated more

youths that were afterward eminent in

the Church and State than any master
of his time."

The boys were heart and soul for the

King and his cause, so that the connec-

tion of the school with the Abbey authori-

ties, now under the thumb of the Parlia-

ment, promised to be a source of trouble.

We find, for example, the King's Scholars

defending the Abbey against the London

apprentices. But Busby being a man of

astuteness as well as of determination,
the storm was weathered. The income
of the school, as we have seen, was

entirely dependent upon the will of the
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Dean and Chapter, so that the ParHa-

mentary ordinance in 1642 sequestrating
all ecclesiastical property seemed to

threaten the school with ruin and extinc-

tion. Luckily the school was emphati-
cally exempted from this danger, and
continued on its way. In 1645 the

school was put under the authority of a

Joint Committee of Lords and Commons,
mainly, of course, Puritans, which also,

in conjunction with the Master of Trinity
and the Headmaster, undertook the duty
of the elections to Christ Church and

Trinity. The Dean of Christ Church,
Dr. Fell, had refused to take the Covenant,
and was, therefore,

"
ruled out." Did

Busby take it ? Nobody seems to know,

though in later years Hearne unkindly
called him a

"
compiler and a time-

server." South, on the other hand,

praised him for his loyalty, and records

that he heard the prayer for the King
read in school the while the scaffold was

being set up in Whitehall. So in one

way and another. Dr. Busby steered his

loved school through dangers and diffi-

culties until the days of the Restoration.

Though Busby wielded the birch with

frequency and vigour, he seems to have
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acquired the lasting affection of his

pupils, as instanced by this letter to him
from Lord Lanesborough, written many
years after leaving the school :

*' Dearest Master,
"

I cannot but remember with all the

grateful thought imaginable the kind

expressions you used to me at parting.
While I live I shall study to deserve

your esteem, since, without any pre-
vious merit, you have ever been more
like a father than a master, in a con-

tinued series of doing kindnesses, affec-

tionately, frequently to me from my
infancy, that I can safely say it is my
own fault I excel not most, and owing
to your instructions that I am not

hurried by my passions to herd amongst
the worst of men, useless to myself and
to others. Dear master, put me into

any method of doing good, and sure,

for the rest of my days, with God's

assistance, and for His sake and yours,
if anything in heaven or earth can

oblige, I wiU steadily and constantly

pursue it, that I may not render all

your care in my education useless, by
losing that immortal crown to which
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you taught me early that I should steer,

robbing yourself of your sleep often to

inform me for my own good, for which
I shall ever love and obey you, dearest

master. Your most dutiful and
affectionate scholar and servant,

"
Lanesborough.'*

Here may be extracted from The

Spectator a well-worn story, but one
worth re-telling :

—
"
Every one who is acquainted with

WestminsterSchool, knows that there is

a Curtain which used to be drawn a-cross

the Room, to separate the upper school

from the lower. A Youth happened, by
some Mischance, to tear the above-

mentioned Curtain : the Severity of the

Master 1 was too well known for the

Criminal to expect any Pardon for such
a Fault ; so that the Boy, who was of a

meek Temper, was terrified to Death at

the thoughts of his Appearance, when his

Friend, who sat next to him, bad him be
of good Cheer, for that he would take the

Fault on himself. He kept his word

accordingly. As soon as they were grown
up to be Men the Civil War broke out, in

which our two Friends took the opposite
1
Busby.
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Sides : one of them followed the

Parhament, the other the Royal Party.
" As their Tempers were different, the

Youth, who had torn the Curtain, endea-

voured to raise himself on the Civil List,

and the other, who had borne the Blame
of it, on the Military : The first succeeded

so well, that he was in a short time made
a Judge under the Protector. The other

was engaged in the unhappy Enterprize
of Penruddock and Groves in the West.

... It happened to be his Friend's lot

at that time to go the Western Circuit :

The Tryal of the Rebels, as they were

then called, was very short, and nothing
now remained but to pass Sentence on

them : when the Judge hearing the

Name of his old Friend, and observing
his Face more attentively, which he had
not seen for many Years, asked him if

he was not formerly a Westminster-

Scholar ; by the answer, he was soon

convinced that it was his former generous
Friend

;
and without saying any thing

more at that time, made the best of his

Way to London, where employing all his

Power and Interest with the Protector,

he saved his friend from the Fate of his

unhappy Associates."
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Then came the Restoration, with added

dignities for Busby and with doubtless a
warm welcome from the boys, who, we
learn, were present at the coronation of

James II, crying
"
Vivat Rex !

"
as have

done many generations since of West-
minster boys on similar occasions. Said

the Lancaster Herald :
—

*' And it is to be Noted that when the

QUEEN entred the Choir, the King's
Scholars of Westminster-School, in Number
Forty, all in Surplices, being placed in a

Gallery adjoyning to the Great Organ-
Loft, Entertained Her Majesty with the

short Prayer or Salutation, VIVAT RE-
GINA MARIA ; which they continued

to Sing until His Majesty entred the

Choir, whom they entertained in like

manner with this Prayer or Salutation,
VIVAT JACOBUS REX, which they
continued to Sing until His Majesty
ascended the Theatre."

Busby and his boys were also present
at the coronation of William and Mary,
and, indeed, it was only the coming of

King Death that stayed his energy. He
died in the spring of 1695, having ruled

over the school for fifty-seven years.

Busby owned a caustic wit, which
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sometimes must have stung as sharply
as did his birch. As when he met Father

Petre, an erstwhile pupil of his, in St.

James' Park, and refused to recognise
him. Petre persisted, and said Busby :

"
But, sir, you were of another faith

when you were under me ;
how dared

you change it ?
" " The Lord had need

of me," was the reply.
" The Lord had

need of you, sir !

"
roared Busby ;

"
why,

I have read the Scriptures as much as

any man ;
and I never knew that the

Lord had need of anything but once,

and then it was an ass !

"

An interesting record remains of a

scholar's life under Busby in the Diary
of Francis Lynn, who was elected to

Cambridge in 1691. When ten years
old he had been sent to the school,

being placed under the care of Mr.

Knipe, the under-master : "I lodged
and dieted at home," says he,

"
so the

charge of my schooling, during the eight

years from admission till I got into the

college, being at 10s. the quarter, was,
for eight years, 16/.

;
to Dr. Busby,

every Christmas, as a gift, one guinea,
8/. 8s. ; to Mr. Knipe, ditto, half-a-

guinea, 41. 4s. ;
to the usher, ditto, 5s.,
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2/. In all, besides books, 30/. 12s. In

May, 1689, I was elected into the

foundation as a King's scholar, having
been put by two elections before,

for want of friends,
^ but was standing

captain, or senior. I was elected

accordingly."
Here follow a few extracts from his

accounts :

1689.

May 3. To entertain my schoolfellows upon
my being elected, a usual custom,
7s.

May 9. For admonishing money, i.e., the

forfeitures for speaking English, Qd.

Oct. 4. For Doctor Williams's Catechism, Is.

9. For Pocket-money, Qd.

,, 10. Candles, Sd. ; pair of understock-

ings. Is. 3d.

15. Pocket-money, Qd.

„ 29. Wax candles, Id.

,, 30. Pocket-money, 9d.

1690.

Sept. 23. For the Doctor's new grammar, 4s. '"

To Busby succeeded Thomas Knipe in

1695 ; to him Robert Freind in 1711.

* Friends + Merit outweighed Merit -

Friends.

2
Busby's, which succeeded Camden's Greek

Grammar.
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Under Busby, the boarding-house
system was started, growing largely under
his two immediate successors. These
houses were situated in Great and Little

Dean's Yards, in Great and Little College
Streets, in Abingdon Street, and in Great
Smith Street ; they were kept by"
dames," to each of whose houses was

attached one of the ushers or junior
masters, now rendered necessary by the

increase in the number of the boys. For

example, Charles Wesley was
"
up

"

Button's in Little College Street in 1720,
and his brother Samuel married a

daughter of the Rev. John Berry, who
kept a

**
house."

Thomas Newton, who was bom in 1703,
was sent to Westminster after the Whit-
sun holidays in 1717, when he was between
thirteen and fourteen years old, and the

following year became a King's Scholar.

We read :

"
Westminster School was

never in higher estimation than at that

time under the auspices of Dr. Freind
and Dr. Nicoll, nor ever contained a

greater number of scholars, there being

really not fewer than 500,
^ and several

of quality. There was something august
^
Probably an over-estimate.

3—(2150)
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and awful, too, in the Westminster

elections, to see there such great men
presiding : Bishop Atterbury as Dean of

Westminster, Bishop Smalrige as Dean
of Christ Church, and Dr. Bentley as

Master of Trinity College."
We may quote a few more lines from

the Life of
" The Right Reverend Thomas

Newton, D.D., late Lord Bishop of

Bristol, and Dean of St. Paul's, London,"
written by himself :

—
"
Mr. Addison was interred in West-

minster Abbey, and the King's Scholars

in their surplices, with white tapers in

their hands, attended the funeral."

In speaking of distinguished men then
at the School, we find this :

" One more should not be forgotten,
less fortunate, indeed, than the pre-

ceding, but not less deserving, Peirson

Lloyd, who was Usher and Second Master
of Westminster School for the space of

forty-seven years ; in both stations ac-

quitted himself with fidehty and honor,
and to universal satisfaction

; was be-

loved, esteemed, and commended by all

the noblemen and gentlemen who had
been under him or had sons under him.
But yet not one of them ever made a
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point of promoting him, though others

of less merit had hvings and prebends
given them. ..."
Of the influence over the world of

politics gained by O.WW. this will give
some idea. Of what we may call West-
minster ministries, the following are note-

worthy. In 1714 there were five
"
old

boys
"

in the ministry, namely, the Earl
of Halifax, Lord Cowper, the Earl of

Nottingham (Daniel Finch), the Earl of

Oxford (Edward Harley), and Mr.

Pulteney. In 1757 there were six : the

Duke of Newcastle, Lord Henley, Lord

Granville, the Earl of Holdernesse, the

Duke of Devonshire, and Earl Gower.

Coming to later days, in 1848, there were

eight : Lord John Russell, Lord Lans-

downe, Lord Broughton, Lord Anglesea,
the Marquis of Westminster, Sir John
Jervis, Sir David Dundas, and Lord

Fitzroy Somerset.

Freind retired in 1733, and was suc-

ceeded by John NicoU, whose most
notable pupils were Warren Hastings,
Gibbon, and Cowper. Cumberland called

him *'
a master not only of the dead

languages, but also of the living man-
ners." Yet the over-refined, somewhat
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supercilious Chesterfield describes the

school thus :

"
Westminster School is

undoubtedly the scene of illiberal man-
ners and brutal behaviour." Looking
back upon those far-off days, we are apt
to fancy many things ; apt to over-

estimate and to under-estimate, to over-

praise and to under-praise. Many places
that were rough then we have made
smooth, many evils we have corrected,

and all that is needed to complete our

self-satisfaction is to feel assured that in

pulling up the tares we have not also

uprooted some of the wheat. Boys are

young animals after all;
**
to bark and

bite
"
and fight is their nature ; the boy

who has made, even fought, his way at

school has had no bad training for the

rough and tumble of after life. At any
rate, the

'*
rudeness

"
of hfe at West-

minster in old days turned out men of

light, learning, and leading, of whom their

successors can never cease to be proud.

Cowper was under Nicoll, and records

that great pains were taken over his pre-

paration for confirmation :

** The old

man acquitted himself of this duty hke

one who had a deep sense of its import-
ance ; and I believe most of us were
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struck by his manner and affected by
his exhortations."

In 1753 Nicoll retired to a canonry at

Christ Church, being followed as Head
Master by William Markham, an ener-

getic reformer, from whose reign date the
'*
houses

"
afterward and to this day

known as
"
Grant's

"
and

"
Rigaud's,"

and the opening up of Dean's Yard as a

large open space ; he also turned his

attention to the Play.
In 1760 the College celebrated with

prayer and feasting its bicentenary, the

dinner lasting from 2.15 to 4.30, and being
followed by evening prayer in the Abbey !

Markham, in 1765, was appointed
Dean of Rochester ; his successor, John
Hinchcliffe, reigned only a few months,
of whom it is on record :

" Our new
Master, Dr. Hinchcliffe, is, I believe, very
good-natured : he did not flog any one
the first week, but he has gone on at a

good rate since."

Then came Samuel Smith, who ruled

for twenty-four years. George Colman,
the younger, says of him : "A very dull

and good-natured headmaster he was."
Notable during his time was the Rocking-
ham "

Ministry of all the Talents," in
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which there were some quite reputable

O.WW., including Rockingham, Keppel,
and Lord John Cavendish.

Bullying, especially of new boys, appar-

ently attained a deplorable height at this

period, and there was, indeed, a good
deal of the bear-garden about the school

in those days. Things had reached what
is facetiously called a

"
pretty

"
pass,

when such affairs as the following could

happen, of which the Annual Register

for 1779 gives this account :

"
Messrs. Kelly, Lindsay, Carter, Hill,

Durrell, and another, six Westminster

school-boys, were . . . tried for an

assault on a man in Dean's-yard, West-

minster, in January last, when they beat

and wounded him in a most shocking
manner, and after that, Kelly, with a

drawn knife in his hand, said,
*

If you
don't kneel down and ask pardon, I will

rip you up,' which the man was com-

pelled to do to save his life." The
writer winds up by calling these

young desperadoes
"
petty classical

bravoes !

"

Frederic Reynolds gives us a peep into

the inner hfe of the school. Splendidly

arrayed,
" on the evening of the 10th of
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October, *
every sail set, and every colour

flying, I was launched, and started for

Jones' Boarding House, in Dean's Yard,
the mistress of which had assured my
mother she would pay me every care

and attention. ... On my entrance into

the common room, I found a vast number
of boys engaged in a violent theatrical

contest, concerning the allotment of

parts in a farce they purposed to per-
form. One party insisted on

*

Love d la

Mode
'

; whilst the other objected, be-

cause there was no Jew in the company.
Pleased and unobserved, I stood listening,

until suddenly catching their eyes, with

a loud halloo, and a cry of
* New boy !

new boy !

'

they surrounded and seized

me. Then, mounting me on the table,

they all at once exclaimed,
* Which of us

will you fight ?
'—

I, supposing they

jested, replied,
*

Any of you.'
** *

Oh, oh ! you will, will you ?
'

cried

a little tiger-faced brat, about my own
size ;

'

then here goes !

'

"
Off went his coat in an instant ;

not

so mine.—I paused, hesitated, and begged
everybody's pardon—in vain.—Regardless

^ The Westminster School Reg. says that he

was admitted on January 22, 1776.
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of my entreaties, they proceeded to

extremities, and stripping me of my
Bath surtout, discovered, to their infinite

surprise and amusement, a scarlet coat

... a spangled satin waistcoat . . .

white cotton hose
; large plated buckles

fashioned in the previous century ; and
a pair of large black silk stockings trans-

muted by my nurse's patience into

breeches. ... I, and the costume, were
hailed with universal applause. . . . the

bedroom scene surpassed even German
horrors. After enduring an inundation

of ink from every squirt in the room, till

I, and my fine clothes, were of an universal

blackness ;
— after performing various

aerial evolutions in my ascents from a

blanket, managed by some dozen pairs
of hands insensible of fatigue in the per-

petration of mischief ;
—and after suffer-

ing the severe torments of every remain-

ing species of manual wit, I was at length

permitted to crawl into my bed. There I

lay, comforting myself with the assurance

that torture had done its worst, till I

gradually sobbed myself into a sound sleep."
Scarcely, however, had the deep

tones of the Abbey bell, tolling the awful

hour of midnight, awakened me, when I
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was alarmed by the loud screams of

several of the younger boys. Starting

up in a paroxysm of terror, I saw at the

foot of the bed a horrid spectre bearing
a large cross, on which was written in

flaming characters,
*

Think on to-morrow.'

I gazed, till stupefied by fear ;
I mechani-

cally closed my eyes, and hid myself
under the bed-clothes. But, the spectre

drawing them aside, and pointing to the

burning letters, thrice shook its solemn

head, and then vanished ; leaving me in

a doldrum of terror, which slowly but

gradually subsiding, restored at length
both my mental and corporeal faculties."

The morrow morn he wrote :
—

*'

My dear, dear Mother :
—

"
If you don't let me come home, I

die—I am all over ink, and my fine

clothes have been spoilt
—I have been

tost in a blanket, and seen a ghost."
But he remained at school, and did

not die—there.

Much more might be quoted, but the

following must suffice :

" ... a new boy came to Jones'

Boarding House ; a little Cambro-Briton,
of a most singular character. He either

had, or affected to have, an extraordinary
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susceptibility of nerves, that would some-

times make him vaporously lachrymose
and desponding ; or, as it more frequently

occurred, formidably irritable and vehe-

ment. . . . Taffy . . . slept in my room,
and used frequently to declare that if

his petty tyrants did not cease to torment

him, he would hang himself. This threat

constantly repeated, without execution,

naturally only led to increased ridicule, and

manual annoyance. At last, to my horror

and surprise, he literally kept his word.
" One evening, suddenly entering our

chamber, I discovered him hanging from

the bed-post, black in the face, and in a

state of suspended animation. I called

for assistance, and several boys immedi-

ately arriving, one of them instantly cut

the rope with his pocket knife. ... On
the recovery of his senses, in a faint and

tremulous tone, he expressed a desire to

see the preserver of his life. One of the

bystanders . . . pointed to me. ... I

was preparing to explain to him . . .

when, with great agitation, he beckoned

me to advance. I obeyed, and then

slowly and gently raising himself, as if to

embrace me, he gave me a cuff on the

ear, with so much heartiness and vigour,
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that after describing a few ungeometrical
circles, I measured my length on the floor.

** *

Then, take that,' he cried, with

much apathy,
*

and the next time I

choose to hang myself, you will know
better than to prevent me.'

"

In 1788, Smith was succeeded by Dr.

William Vincent ; like Busby, a whipper
and a learned, energetic man.

Richard Cumberland, in his Memoirs,
writes :

"
Vincent, whom I love as a

friend and honour as a scholar, has at

length found that station in the deanery
of Westminster which, whilst it reUeves

him from the drudgery of the school-

master, keeps him still attached to the

interests of the school, and eminently
concerned in the superintendence and

protection of it. As boy and man, he
made his passage twice through the

forms of Westminster, rising step by
step from the very last boy to the very

captain of the school, and again from the

junior usher through every gradation to

that of second and ultimately of senior

master ; thus, with the interval of four

years only devoted to his degree at

Cambridge, Westminster has indeed kept

possession of his person."
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During his rule an onslaught was made

upon public school education as being

irreligious, or rather non-religious, amongst
others by the Bishop of Meath, to whom
Vincent vigorously replied in a defence

which proved that Westminster, at any
rate, was not guilty, and gives to us some

light upon ways religious at the school.

Vincent starts out well with :

*'
Indis-

criminate charges are as abundant in

mischief, as they are generally deficient

in proof."
This is quite nice :

" The first point I have to complain
of is that the reading of Pagan Authors
is converted into a Pagan Education ;

a perversion of terms that conceals a

fallacy under a most invidious assump-
tion. For who is a disciple of Fo,
because he learns Chinese ? or a Bhud-

dist, because he reads Sanskreet ?
" And

"
The plan, my Lord, of our human,

moral, and religious instruction is not

mine
;

it is in our statutes. I am
accountable for nothing but the execution

of it. I am not authorised, if I were

willing, to substitute Prudentius for

Virgil, or Gregory Nazianzen for Homer :

—but I have not the will more than the
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power ; for our authors are not intended

to teach Paganism, but to set before our

youth the best models of writing that the

world affords."

In more specific defence of his school,

he writes :

" The religious offices at

Westminster, prescribed by our statutes,

amount to prayers (including the graces)
ten times a day ;

of these, none are

actually omitted, except the prayers at

six o'clock in the morning ; the majority
of the other is performed regularly from

five to nine times every day, when we
attend school twice, with a remission on

one day only in the week. . . . The per-
formance of this service is generally
enforced with as much external decency
as can be exacted, allowing for the

natural impatience of boys, under

restraint, and the levity of youth."
And:
** The next object of our statutes is to

put the Scriptures into the hands of our

scholars, from the day on which they
enter the school, to the day they leave it ;

they commence with translating the

Psalms almost daily ; they proceed to

the Gospels ; then to a collection of

Sacred Exercises, appropriate to the
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school ; and finally, to produce a com-

position in verse, from the Psalms, every

Monday. This is the business of the

lower school. In the higher classes, the

Sacred Exercise is still used for compo-
sitions in verse, the Greek Testament,
Grotius, and the Hebrew Psalms

;
and

throughout the year, on Saturday, a

History, or other portion out of the

Scriptures, is appointed for a Bible

exercise in verse : added to this, the

Catechism, or Bishop Williams's exposi-

tion, is as regularly repeated on Monday
morning, in the lower forms, as in a
Parish School ; attended with such an
oral explanation as might instruct the

Parish Teacher, as well as those he
teaches."

Of some few years later, we obtain

another and more general view of life

and education at the school, but it

should be borne in mind that those who
are aggrieved cry out aloud, while those

who are pleased keep silent, so that often

the few outvoice the many.
Of the quite early years of the nine-

teenth century, Lord John Russell wrote :

"
At Westminster School physical hardi-

hood was always encouraged. If two
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boys were engaged to fight during the

time of school, those boys who wanted to

see the fight could always get permission
to leave school for this purpose. West-
minster School was a rough place. Being

placed in the under school, I at once

became a fag, and, as such, was directed

by some of the boys of Grant's boarding-
house to desire the glazier to mend a

window which was broken. Two days
afterward, as the glazier had not appeared,
the same boys asked me whether I had

given him the order. When I said
*

Yes,'

they rejoined,
' Did you swear at him ?

'

I said
*

No.'
*

Then go and swear at

him.' For a little boy this was not a

very good lesson. The teaching in the

under school consisted entirely of Latin
—Latin grammar, Latin verses, and
translation of extracts from the New
Testament into Latin. We were not

taught writing or arithmetic, and we used

to go on the half-hohdays to a writing
master in Great Dean's Yard to learn

these necessary arts. ... So little,

however, had I learned of arithmetic that

when my father gave me two sums to

add together, one of which contained a

farthing and the other a halfpenny, I was
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obliged to ask him what those odd signs
meant."
We must now move along to the dark

days of decline, which are typified by the

fact that in 1841 there were only sixty-
seven boys at the school. What were
the causes of this downfall ? They were

many : some general, some particular.
Reform was in the air, but Westminster
did not move with the times ; the dis-

cipline at the school was lax ; the curri-

culum old-fashioned and limited; and
the situation was alleged, most unduly,
to be unhealthy. But a graver cause of

trouble was that the Dean and Chapter
had ceased to do their duty by the

school. We have seen how closely bound

together by various ties were the two
bodies that formed the

"
College," and

when a house is divided against itself, at

any rate, half of it is sure to fall.

No allowance was made for the change
that had come to the value of money ;

roughly speaking, one pound in the days
of Elizabeth would purchase what between
ten to twelve pounds would be required
to buy to-day ; the proportion of the

Abbey revenues allotted to the support
of the school should have been kept
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proportionate, but not a bit of it. Mr.

Sargeaunt sums up the point admirably :

*' The Ecclesiastical Commission of 1831

was designed to amend the anomalies
and corruptions of the Church. It called

upon Chapters to make returns of their

revenues and estimates of their expendi-
ture. The Chapter of Westminster could

not assign to the proper charges of the

school a larger sum than they had been
in the habit of spending upon it. To
do so would have been a confession of

dishonesty."
The school buildings were insufficient

for modern requirements, inefficient, in

bad repair ; scholarships had declined in

value
;

there was a general atmosphere
of wrack and ruin about the whole place.

Into other schools a new spirit was
breathed by such men as Vaughan at

Harrow, Hawtrey at Eton, and, above aU,

by Arnold at Rugby. A great school

cannot stand still
;

it must move up or

must decline ; Westminster did the latter.

At last, in May, 1845, there came a

healthy stir ; Samuel Wilberforce was

appointed Dean ; he not only saw that

reform was urgent, but set his hand to

the work.
" The school is in a dreadful

4—(2150)
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state," he wrote,
"
and very much, I feel

sure, from the need of greater comforts,

cleanUness, and attendance, which we

ought to supply. If you treat boys as

savages, they will be savages. On the

other hand, if you molly-coddle them

they will grow up molly-coddles." Un-

fortunately, as it seemed for Westminster,
Wilberforce was soon moved to Oxford,
but luckily his successor was William

Buckland. An inquiry into the state of

the school was instituted. Sir Robert

Peel taking an active interest ; William-

son, who had been appointed Headmaster
in 1828, resigned, and it was decided to

look outside the ranks of O.WW. for his

successor. In June, 1846, Henry George
Liddell, tutor of Christ Church, an old

Carthusian, but a son of an O.W., took

up the task, and the new and happier
era was inaugurated.

Liddell ruled from 1846 to 1855, and
the school is still reaping the good harvest

of which he sowed the seed. But the

first step toward change, if such it were

really meant to be, filled with horror the

souls of all true Westminsters ; and the

Play, which was omitted in 1846 on the

initiation of Dean Buckland, was restored
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to its pride of place. The choir-boys
were now estabUshed in a separate school

of their own
;

various reforms were
carried through in the housing and

management of the Queen's Scholars,

including the reduction of fees ;
but far

more important than merely material

reformation was the change brought
about by Liddell in what may be called

the spirit of the school. It was, as it

were, as if the windows of an ancient

house, which had long been closed and

shuttered, were thrown open, and light
and life permitted to enter and to sweeten
and refreshen.

In 1855 Liddell was appointed Dean
of Christ Church, being succeeded at

Westminster by Dr. Charles Brodrick

Scott, an Etonian, who reigned till the

year 1883.

In 1859 a Committee was appointed at

a general meeting held in school, which

included, among others, the Archbishop
of York, the Marquis of Westminster,
Sir David Dundas, and Mr. James Mure,
and which reported in June of the follow-

ing year. This committee in conference

with the Dean and Chapter reported on
the

"
state and condition of Westminster
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School and College, with a view to

improve them upon their present site,"

and also upon the question of a
*'

fit and

proper site elsewhere." The report is

interesting, and occasionally even amus-

ing, as read in the hght of later days.
This is to be read with dehght by all

true O.W.'s :

" With respect to the dis-

cipline of the school, while the Com-
mittee are far from wishing to limit the

discretion of a Headmaster, they are of

opinion that as few changes as possible
should be made in the system Old West-

minsters have been used to, and to

which they are attached."

In 1862 a Royal Commission was

appointed to examine the affairs of the

public schools of England, naturally

including Westminster. The most im-

portant question discussed was the

proposal to remove the school into

the country. Fortunately it was held

that this course would not be wise ;

Westminster anywhere else than at

Westminster would not be Westminster.

The Commission reported in 1868,

and the Public Schools Act of the

same year was based upon their

report. From that portion of the Act
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dealing with Westminster, we quote the

following :

"
There shall be paid to the governing

body of Westminster School for the time

being by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
for the support of the school, an annual
sum of not less than three thousand five

hundred pounds, and a capital sum of

fifteen thousand pounds."
So that now, though still closely bound

to the Abbey, the school was free from
the unpleasant necessity of begging from
reluctant purse-bearers :

" From and after the passing of this

Act, there shall vest in the governing
body for the time being of Westminster

School, for the use of the school, the

playground in Vincent Square, with the

lodge on such playground ; the dormi-

tory, with its appurtenances ;
the school

and class-rooms, the houses and premises
of the Headmaster and under-master ;

the three boarding-houses, and the

gymnasium, excepting the crypts."
So that in habitation as in income the

school was henceforth independent.
The new governing body was thus con-

stituted : the Deans of Westminster and
of Christ Church, and the Master of
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Trinity were ex officio members, two
members were to be elected by the Dean
and Chapter of Westminster ; one each

by Christ Church, and by Trinity, and

by the Royal Society, and by the Lord
Chief Justice ; one by such Masters of

Westminster School as are graduates of

any English University. The remainder

are drawn by co-optation.
From the statutes for the govern-

ment of the school, drawn up by the

governing body, we extract the following

points :

The Office of under-master, which had
in many ways been almost independent
in power, was abolished, this to take

effect when the Reverend Henry Manning
Ingram should cease to hold the office.

Of other changes, these may be noted,

that the old plan of
"
Challenges

"
dis-

appeared, an ordinary examination being
substituted. Election to Christ Church
and Trinity was opened to Town-boys,
instead of being confined to the scholars.

For the latter a special master was

appointed.
In 1883 Dr. Scott was succeeded by

Dr. William Gunion Rutherford, then an

assistant-master at St. Paul's School,
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and upon his resignation, caused by
ill-health, Dr. James Gow, Headmaster
at Nottingham High School, succeeded.

There is very much life in the old school

yet, and surely will be for many a long

year to come. She can look back with

pride upon a proud history ; she can

look forward with serenity to the future,

for the old days are the fathers of the new.

Note.

Number of boys in the school at

different dates :

1656,



CHAPTER II

THE SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Let us now take a stroll round the school

buildings, passing in from the Sanctuary,
where stands the monument set up by
Westminsters to O.WW. who had fallen

in the Crimean War. Keeping to our

left, we pass under the Deanery, and

then, instead of going on into the cloisters,

where the boys used to play football and
to fight fights, we will turn again to the

left into a quiet courtyard, wherein we
find College Hall, the refectory of the

scholars. It is a beautiful, old-world

room, with a fine timbered roof and walls

partly panelled. The walls, at any rate,

date from the days of Abbot Littlington

(1380) ;
but the interior, the interesting

musicians' gallery, the wainscotting, and
the roof are probably the work of Dean
Goodman in or about 1561. At the

upper end of the Hall is the high table,

hard by which a door opens into the

Jerusalem Chamber. Above the table,

on the wall, are painted the arms of St.

44
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Peter's College, of Christ Church, of

Trinity College, and of the Dean of West-
minster. The floor is laid with chequered
Turkish marble, and in the centre stands

a somewhat prosaic stove, which replaced
the old octagonal brazier, in which used
to burn a glowing fire of charcoal, the

fumes from which found their way out

through the louvre or lantern in the roof.

Along either side stand heavy tables of

chestnut wood, which legend declares to

have been constructed from wreckage of

the Armada
;

this legend must be true,

for cannot we still see in the wood the

dent of cannon balls ? Why spoil pretty
stories by stirring up dull histories ?

This room was once upon a time the

Abbot's public refectory, and afterward

became a part of the Dean's house. In

fact, even now the school possesses only
the right of user. For some time after

the institution of the College of Elizabeth,
the Dean, the Prebendaries and servants

of the College, as well as the Queen's
Scholars, dined in the Hall, but gradually,
from one cause and another, the common
Collegiate life decayed, and has long
ceased to be

; so the school has it

practically all its own way now.
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Returning to Dean's Yard, we must
banish from our sight the pleasant, open
green space, with its sheltering trees, and
across the southern end of it picture a
rather gaunt, two-storied building, lighted

by rows of pointed windows, with dormer
windows in the roof, and at one end a

tower, which was the habitation of the

under-master, while the main building
was the scholars' dormitory. It had been
the granary of the monastery, and was
built by Abbot Litthngton about 1380.

It was certainly neither picturesque nor
comfortable

; the sleeping quarters were
one large chamber, known as Long Room.
At the beginning of the seventeenth

century the whole building was badly
out of repair, and toward its rebuilding
or replacement. Sir Edward Hannes, in

1708, left ;£1,000. This was a good
beginning, and an appeal issued by Dean
Atterbury helped the cause greatly. It

was presented by the Dean and Chapter
to George I in 1718 :

" The Bishop of Rochester, Dean of

Westminster, and the Chapter of that

Church humbly represent to your Majesty
that Queen Elizabeth, of glorious memory,
founded the College of Westminster,
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which has in all times since been highly
favoured by your Majesty's royal ances-

tors, and has bred up great numbers of

men useful both in Church and State,

among whom are several who have the

honour to serve your Majesty in high
stations. That the dormitory of said

College is in so ruinous a condition that

it must of necessity be forthwith rebuilt.

..." etc., etc., and so forth. In

response to which appeal the King gave
£1,000, the Prince of Wales £500 ;

there

was a Parliamentary grant of £1,200, and
a somewhat tardy contribution from the

Chapter of £700. At first, it was intended

to rebuild on the old, but eventually a

new site was chosen on the west side of

College Gardens. And now the boys do

anything but sleep in Dean's Yard,
wherein the only buildings utilised by
the school are number 19, the Head-
master's house, part of which is very old ;

and number 18, which is
**

home-boarders,"
and which possibly occupies the site and
some of the remains of the monastery's
guest-chamber.
Between these two houses a pointed

archway and a finely vaulted passage

give access to Little Dean's Yard, which
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nowadays is entirely surrounded by
buildings in. the possession of the school.

In the Pubhc Schools Act of 1868 we
read :

"
The Dean and Chapter of West-

minster shall transfer to, and vest in, the

governing body of Westminster School,
in fee simple, the houses following on the

request of such governing body, at such

times, and upon payment of such sums,
as are hereinafter mentioned : that is to

say,
—

First, the house in Great Dean's
Yard now occupied by the Rector Canon
of Saint John the Evangelist, on the next
avoidance of the said Canonry, and on
the payment of the sum of four thousand

pounds to the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners. Second, the house now occupied
by the Sub-Dean, on the next avoidance
of the Canonry held by the said Sub-
Dean and on payment to the said Com-
missioners of the like sum of four thou-

sand pounds. Third, the house now
occupied by Mr. Turle, on the next

vacancy of the office of Organist of the

Collegiate Church, Westminster, and on

payment to the said Commissioners of

the sum of two thousand pounds."
Thus it was that Ashburnham House,
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on the left as we cross Little Dean's Yard,
became the property of the school, despite
the opposition of the Dean and Chapter.
The house is pleasantly old-world out-

side, and a considerable portion of the

interior is excellent work by Inigo Jones,

including rooms now used to house the

Scott Library, and the quite beautiful

staircase. A portion also of the lower

storey is a
"
home-boarders' house."

The boys are divided into : (1) the

sixty King's Scholars, forty only of

whom still occupy
"
College," i.e., the

dormitory and rooms beneath it. Then
there are (2) the boarders at Grant's and

Rigaud's, of whom and of which more
anon ; to these should be added (3) the

half-boarders, who are
"
up

"
either of

those houses and dine there ; lastly (4),

the
"
home-boarders," a good many of

whom dine in College Hall with the

scholars, and all of whom are compelled
to join in all school sports. But

King Scholar, Boarder, Half-boarder,
or Home-boarder, they are all true

Westminsters.

Turning our backs on Ashburnham
House, we face on the left the house
allotted to the Master of the King's
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Scholars, next to it Grant's, and then

Rigaud's, the latter rebuilt in 1897 ;

Grant's, so named after the dame who
once kept the house ; Rigaud's, after the

master once attached to it. The
"
studies

"

*'

up
"

Grant's—"
up

"
Grant's,

"
up

"

Rigaud's, never
"
at

"—are called Chis-

wicks, whereby hangs a tale. In ancient

days, London and Westminster were far

more picturesque places than they are

to-day, but by no means so wholesome.
One of the outcomes of the universal dirt

and uncleanliness was that when an

epidemic did put in an appearance, it

generally came to stay for a considerable

time, and usually made itself highly

objectionable. Among such visitors was
the plague, before the face of which the

rich and the poor, when they could

manage to do so, would fly into the

country. Chiswick was then in the

country, and there was a house attached

to the prebend of Chiswick at St. Paul's.

While Dean Goodman held this prebend,
he so arranged matters that the house
was granted to Westminster School as a

perpetual tenant, and it became a house of

refuge for the boys in times of sickness,

and was called by the name of College
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House. To the original manor-house
were added buildings

"
sufficient for

the accommodation of one of the

prebendaries of Westminster, the master
of the school, the usher, forty boys, and

proper attendants, who should retire

thither in time of sickness, or at other
seasons when the Dean and Chapter
should think proper/'

Dr. Busby and some of the boys were
down there in 1657,

"
on account of the

hot and sickly season of the year," and,
in 1665, they fled there to be out of

reach of the plague.
William Taswell, who was admitted to

the school toward the end of 1660, relates

that:
"
In 1665, when the plague commenced

in town. Dr. Busby removed his scholars

to Chiswick, But it spread its baneful

influence even to this place. Upon this,

Dr. Busby called his scholars together,
and in an excellent oration acquainted
them that he had presided as Head-
master over the school twenty-five years,
in which time he never deserted it till

now. That the exigency of affairs re-

quired every person should go to his

respective home. I very greedily laid
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hold of the opportunity of going to

Greenwich, where I remained ten months."
The old house, after various vicissitudes,

was pulled down in 1874. The lease had

long before been relinquished by the

school, and part of the money obtained

by its sale was—so the story goes
—

utilised for the building of the studies—
hence

"
Chiswicks

"—"
up Grant's."

Next to Ashburnham House is another

property bought by the school under the

Act above quoted, which used to be
called Turle's House, and which is now
divided up into class-rooms.

Now we stand before the doorway
giving on the steps leading up

"
school."

What O.W. does not remember that

doorway with a certain amount of emo-
tion ? Also with a recollection of the

first time that he passed through it and

up
"
school," with feelings of mingled

awe and expectation ? There has most

likely been a gateway here since the

schoolroom was a schoolroom, if not

before ; but the present one dates prob-

ably from 1734, when the Chapter gave"
£50 towards the expense of taking

down the old and putting up a new
door and doorcase at the foot of the
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stairs leading into the school, provided
that the other part of the expense be borne

by voluntary contributors." The Chapter
used to be great hands at sharing the ex-

pense, of which they should have borne the

whole. The design was probably Lord

Burlington's. On the sides of the gateway
are cut the names of many

"
old boys."

There was a Chapter order, dated
December 3rd, 1591, thus :

"
That the old dorter and great room

before it shall be converted ; the one to

a library, and the other to a school for

the Queen's Scholars, to be repaired and
furnished for their good uses, upon con-

tribution of such godly-disposed persons
'*

—the Chapter does not appear to have
consisted of godly-disposed persons or of

grammarians—"
as have and will con-

tribute thereunto ; and the same school

and library to be in the next spring so

prepared and furnished."

And again in 1599, May 7th, another
order :

"
In respect that the new schoolroom

is too low
;
and two little for receiving

the number of scholars, that the old

dorter of late years being to be made a

larger school, shall be with aU convenient

5—(2150)
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speed turned to this good use for the

benefit of the scholars by such charitable

contributions as shall be gathered for the

finishing thereof."

So the dorter or dormitory of the

monks became the schoolroom of the

boys. Again, what old boy does not

look back with fond remembrance to

long hours spent in the old schoolroom ?

Or, at least, those old boys whose memories

go back to the days when all but the

sixths and the shell spent their school

hours in that great room ? Part of the

old walls still stand, though the major
part of them were destroyed by a restorer ;

there is the splendid, hammer-beam roof

of chestnut, dating likely enough from the

thirteenth century. The north end of

the room, until 1868, ended in a form of

apse, topped by a scallop-like ceiling or
**

shell," from which was derived the

name of the school-class so-called, and
behind this apse was a room used as a

manufactory of birch rods, the chief con-

structor being College John, the nickname

always given to the College porter.
Some twenty feet from the southern

end of the room an iron rod crosses from
wall to wall at a height of about twenty
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feet ;
from this rod, which anciently

divided the upper from the lower school,

hung a curtain—Taswell writes in his

Diary :

"
Dr. Busby admitted me above

the curtain
"—of which we have told a

tale, and over the bar is tossed, on
Shrove Tuesday, a pancake, of which we
have the tale to tell.

Until 1852, the form benches ran

parallel with the walls, but for these Dr.

Liddell substituted semicircular seats,

the master sitting on a dais, with his

back to the wall, the centre of his flock.

The classes have somewhat varied in

their divisions.

In 1800 they were, in the Under School,

First, Second, Third, Under Fourth
;
in

the Upper School, Upper Fourth, Under
Fifth, Upper Fifth, Shell, Sixth, Seventh.

In 1880 the Under School was abolished,
and the arrangement became Third Form,
Under Fourth, Upper Fourth, Under Re-

move, Upper Remove, Under Fifth, Upper
Fifth, Shell, Sixth.

Since which time the forms have again
been rearranged, the Seventh being re-

stored and other changes made to bring
affairs

**

up to date," as it becomes all

schools to be.
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There have been changes in the school-

room also ; the semicircular benches

have vanished, and church-like chairs

take their place in formal rows ; electric

chandeliers hang from the roof
;

the

walls have been panelled as high as the

bottom of the windows, and the panels
adorned with the arms of alumni ; at

the top of the room, in a stern semi-

circle, are the seats occupied by the

Seventh, the Heads of Houses, with the

Headmaster in the centre, when the

school is gathered together, as for prayers
when the day's work is done. Before

these seats stands an ancient oaken

table, in the drawer of which reside two

niches, and behind them the old form on

which is cut the name "J. Dryden."
The day's work ends with prayers

**

up
school

"
; it is ushered in by prayer in

the school chapel
—Westminster Abbey.

On the way up
*'
school

" we may
turn into the Busby Library, a singularly

charming room, with its striking moulded

ceiling, and the large window overlooking
the College Garden. The room was built

by Busby ;
there his bust looked down

on many generations of schoolboys,

descendants, some of them, of ancestors
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whom he had flogged ;
there his books

stood upon the shelves—among them the

Royal Slave, the play in which he acted

with such success ;
a first edition of

Lycidas ; and the Doctor's own Greek
Grammar. The library is now the form
room of the Seventh.

As has already been noted, the original

dormitory of the scholars was in Dean's

Yard, and when it was decided to build

it afresh a site was obtained overlooking

College Garden, on the eastern side of

Little Dean's Yard. Sir Christopher
Wren prepared a design for this new

building, which, considerably altered,

was adopted in turn by Lord Burlington,
under whose direction the work was
carried out, the first stone being laid in

April, 1722.

But it had not been without a quite

lively fight that Dean Atterbury had
achieved his way and got it decided that

the new dormitory should be on the

garden site. The reverend prebendaries,
who looked upon the garden and found
it fair—for their own private use,

bitterly opposed their Dean, who, how-

ever, and luckily, was not the man to

let a Chapter have its way against his
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will if he could help it. He appealed to

the Court of Chancery ; Chancery said :

** Go to the King's Bench and have this

matter of
*

ancient lights
'

and so forth

decided there." But the Dean, who was
also Bishop of Rochester, did not wish to

do this, so he appealed to the House of

Lords, and it was there decided that the

Dean and Chapter should settle the

affair themselves. So they did, After-

bury, by his casting vote, determining
affairs his way.
The new building was not exactly

lovely, an open piazza facing the garden,
and above it the dormitory. The erect-

ing of it went on until funds gave out ;

it was a mere shell without anything save

emptiness within ; the Chapter was as

niggardly as ever. At last it agreed to

contribute £700 toward the necessary

£1,400, if the Headmaster, Freind, would

undertake to find the remainder, which

he did do. At last, after years of vexa-

tion and worry and delay, the scholars

entered upon their new kingdom, which,

however, was still lacking a staircase and

fireplaces. Even these luxuries were

eventually forthcoming.
In 1755 the old dormitory was pulled
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down, and Dean's Yard began to assume
its present appearance.
Of the new dormitory, the length is

161 feet, the breadth 25 feet, and the

height about 25 feet. For a time it was

warmed, or rather the chill taken off, by
huge log fires on three open hearths ;

but it seems to have been a habit of the

windows to break themselves and to keep
themselves broken, which made the

warming of so large a room a matter of

impossibility in hard weather. The
Senior's

"
houses

"
occupied the far end

of the room, the remainder being appor-
tioned to the Third and Second Elections

and the Juniors, each section being the

boys elected in one year, the Juniors, as

their name betokened, being the freshest.

The "
houses," which simply meant bed,

a desk : for the seniors a wardrobe : and
for the others a clothes-box, have now
been divided up as cubicles.

In 1847, under Dean Buckland, the

lower part of the College was closed in,

and the space so secured cut up into

rooms for various purposes ;
a sana-

torium was added
;

the wood fires were

replaced by hot-water pipes. Did the

College, that is to say, the Chapter, pay
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for this very necessary transformation ?

Not a bit of it ; such money as was not

provided by subscription they were

pleased to advance to the tune of £2,000,
at the rate of five per cent, interest, the
sum being repaid by a charge of £5 per
annum on each Queen's Scholar, the debt
not being cancelled until 1862. The
rooms gained by the above-mentioned
alteration are five

; one sometimes used
as a room for prayers, sometimes as a
class-room

; the others as studies.

But with all modernisations and addi-

tions, the atmosphere of the old school

remains unchanged. We old boys, when
we revisit our ancient haunts, may feel

sorry that here a landmark has vanished
and there something new been put in, so

that we miss much, and find much which
we personally should not miss

; altered

as is the schoolroom, for example, it is

the old schoolroom still. To move West-
minster into the country would be to kill

the old school, and, perchance, a new one
would not thrive. The old one is quite

lusty in its old age ; floreat.



CHAPTER III

SPORTS

Next after Little Dean's Yard in the

memories of most Old Westminsters
comes Vincent Square, and recollections

of many pleasant hours there spent in

sport. It is now a discreet, open space,
surrounded by trees and railings, and
bounded by rather commonplace rows of

houses, hospitals, ugly exhibition build-

ing, and so forth, and provided with a
commodious pavilion. But this state of

rectitude has been attained only after

years of evolution. Tuttle, or Tothill,

Fields, of which the land now occupied
by Vincent Square formed a portion,
were the marshy open ground lying

beyond Westminster ; now—with the

exception of the open space with which
we are here concerned—they are covered
with streets and squares, some high,
some lowly. Here, in olden days, the

Westminster train-bands practised the

mimic arts of war
; here fairs were held,

and races and various other forms of

61
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sport, not always of a highly reputable
character. Duels were fought here, one
of the most notorious being that between
Sir Cholmondeley Bering, a knight of

Kent, and a Mr. Richard Thornhill, the

former being killed—the combatants*

pistols being almost muzzle to muzzle.

George Colman, the Younger, talks, in

1772, of
"
Dean's Yard, and the neigh-

bouring stench of Tothill Fields
;
which

fields were then the receptacle of half the

filth of the metropolis." Then Lord
Albemarle describes the playing fields of

his day, round about 1810, thus :

**
Tothill Fields, now the site of a large

and populous town, was the Westminster

play-ground in my time. In one part
of the field was a large pond called the
'

duck.' Here we skated in the winter

and hunted ducks in the summer. Near
the

*

duck
'

lived Mother Hubbard, who
used to let out guns to the boys. At
Mother Hubbard's you might have fowl-

ing-pieces of all sorts and sizes, from the
*

golden touch-hole
' down to one which,

from a deep dent in the barrel, was called

the
*

gun which shoots round the corner.'
"

Which guns were used for shooting at

the snipe that then frequented this
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neighbourhood, and even at the tame
ducks upon the duck-pond that occupied
a corner of the fields.

In 1810 a ditch was dug round the

ground, of which the surface was level-

led
;

in 1814 a fence was erected, and in

1842 iron railings, which were superseded
in 1896 by those of to-day. In 1827 the

lodge was built.

The first definite records we find of

Westminster cricket is a match played
in 1746, and then of another in 1796 on

Hounslow Heath, between the school and
Eton College, the latter losing the game.
But

" Water
"

stood first in the affec-

tions and ambitions of Westminster boys
until comparatively recent years. We
hear of Lord John Sackville playing in

Tothill Fields in 1746, and a year earlier

Lord Chesterfield wrote to his son : "I
have often told you that I wished you
even played at pitch and cricket better

than any boy at Westminster."

The "
pitch

"
at Vincent Square is one

of the very best in England, and upon it

many a bat has begun a cricket educa-

tion that has brought fame to him and
credit to the school. Among well-known

O.WW. cricketers may be named :
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Edward Hussey, of Kent ; John Salter,

a stumper of high repute ; Edward

Tyrrwhit-Drake, a great slow bowler ;

John Loraine Baldwin, one of the founders

of /. Zingari, and till his death, in 1896,

a famous figure upon Kent cricket grounds ;

Herbert Mascall Curteis, an Oxford Blue

in 1841-2 ;
Walter Fellows, a fast bowler,

who played for Oxford in 1854-56, and
for the Gentlemen in 1855 and 1857

;

C. G. Lane, Oxford, 1856, 1858, 1860;
F. W. Oliver, Oxford, 1856, 1857 ; and,

coming to later days, F. T. Higgins, a

magnificent bat, who at Oxford never

played up to his school reputation ;

R. N. R. Blaker, of Kent, and L. J.

Moon, of Middlesex, both of whom were
"
light blues."

Football has flourished since early

days and in 1867 Westminster, con-

jointly with their friendly rivals. Charter-

house—whom annually they play at

cricket and football—founded the Asso-

ciation game, of which so many brilliant

exponents have come from these two
schools. A happy-go-lucky game is

played in
"
Green," that is to say, in the

enclosure in Dean's Yard, and the rough
and tumble there has helped to harden
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many a youngster and to train the eye
and the foot of many a fine player.

It is an amusing sight when up"
Fields

"
the school is hotly contesting a

game with a rival team ; the young and
old sportsmen of the neighbourhood
occupy the vantage ground afforded them

by the railings, indulging in quite candid
and often shrewd criticism, but always"
backing

"
the school.

Westminster has done even better at
"
Socker

"
than at Cricket, as is attested

by such names as N. C. Bailey, R. T.

Squire, S. S. Harris, W. R. Moon, F. W.
Bain, and N. R. Sandilands, a few chosen
from many.
To stimulate the followers of the ball,

in 1895 a system of
"
league

"
games was

instituted, College, Home-boarders, and
Ashburnham each turning out two
elevens and Grant's and Rigaud's one

apiece. House and eleven
*'
colours

"

cannot compete in these games, which are

an excellent
"
trying

"
ground ; the house

elevens compete for the House Shield.

The school colours for cricket and for

football are the same
;

first eleven, pink ;

second, pink and white ; third, pink and
black.
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At the end of the Lent term two days
are devoted

"
up Fields

"
to athletic sports.

Fives and racquets are played in Little

Dean's Yard, and the latter in College
Street.

We must now go to
"
Water," as

rowing was termed at Westminster,
wherein the prowess of the school was
wont to make it famous. This was but
natural with a school practically standing
upon the banks of the Thames.

Writing of the early fifties, Mr.
Frederick H. Forshall, in his very in-

teresting personal reminiscences in his

Westminster School, says :

"
At the time of which I am writing,

the School possessed two eight-oared
boats, one six-oared, and three

*

heavy
fours.' Very heavy they were, as I soon
had reason to know. The two eight-
oars and the six-oar had their regular
crews, selected from the Seniors and the

higher forms in the school
; the four-oars

were manned in the following way. A
few minutes before twelve o'clock in the

morning, and also before five o'clock in

the evening, three slips of paper were
sent over from the

*

heads of water,' on
which were written the names of the boys
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who were to compose the crew of each

four-oar, and the destination of each boat.

This was, as a rule, the Red House, or

else the Old Swan, above Battersea

Bridge. . . . When school broke up, we
ran with all speed to the coal-lighters,

which, in larger or smaller numbers,

always lay moored close to the side of the

New Parliament Houses, at that time in

an incipient condition. Tripping along
the outside ledges of these lighters

—an
exercise which—like tight-rope dancing

—
became easier after a little practice, and

arriving at the outermost one, we found
our boats in the charge of a

*

Jack
'

from

John Roberts, our boat-builder, who,
with his brother,

*

Fatty Roberts,' had
an establishment across the river, and
whose ancestors had supplied West-
minster boys with

*

eights,'
*

sixes,'
*

heavy
fours,'

'

light funnies,'
'

wager-boats,'
*

punch-boats,' and
'

half-deckers,' for

more than a century. The crews of the
*

eights
'

were commonly conveyed across

the river to Roberts' boat-house, in order

to embark, but
*

the heavy fours
'

were

always towed across to the lighters,

except at low tide, when the lighters
were high and not dry in the mud. . . .
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On arriving at the Red House, or Old

Swan, it was our custom to land for

about five minutes, and refresh ourselves

with some porter or half-and-half—the

usual beverages of the boys—and with a
biscuit. It was fortunate for us if

either of the eights came in whilst we
were on shore, for it was a point of

etiquette with these to pay for all refresh-

ments partaken of by the
'

fours.' The
Red House was a hostelry standing just
where the bridge of the London, Brighton
and South Coast Railway now crosses the

Thames, close to Battersea Park. It

was famous for pigeon-matches, and was,

besides, used as a baiting-place for boats

on their way up or down the river.

Behind it extended a dreary waste in the

directions of Wandsworth and Battersea,
intersected with many broad and deep
ditches, over which and into which every
Westminster boy was annually bound to

jump. The Old Swan was an inn about
300 yards above Battersea Bridge, on the

Putney side of the river. ..."
Alas, this is a picture of the days that

are no more ;
the glory of

" Water
"

departed and died peacefully in 1884.

The Water Ledgers contain the records
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of
"
Water," in the case of the scholars

from the year 1813-14 and of the Town-

boys from 1834, and singularly interesting

they are.

One of the earlier names of note was

that of William Henry Lennox Lascelles

Fitzgerald de Ros, Lord de Ros, who was
a distinguished oar at Oxford in 1815-20.

He died in 1874.

An entry in 1818-19 is quite amusing :

'*
This year the Defiance was built, and

sheepskin seats introduced."
"
Nothing particular happened. ."

Then comes in the next year an entry
which marks the beginning of great

doings :

*' The Westminsters were this year

challenged by the Etonians.
*' The race was at length fixed from

Westminster to Kew Bridge, against tide,

the Etonians refusing to row back."

But alas,
"
the match was put an end

to by the positive orders of Dr. Page."
Under date 1823 :

''
This year a new

six-oared cutter was built, and the name
of Queen Bess was given her, in honour

of our illustrious foundress."

On April 23rd, 1825, the eight indulged
in a row to Windsor and back ! The

6—(2150)
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crew deserve record : 8, D. M. Dunlop ;

7, W. H. Ross; 6, G. E. W. Wood;
5, J. D. Pigott ; 4, J. H. Bailey ; 3, F.

Biscoe ; 2, G. B. Moore ; 1, W. E. Page.
The coxswain was a waterman named
Ellis, who, we are glad to know,

"
con-

ducted himself remarkably well."

The start from the Horse-ferry was
made at 3 a.m. ; Sunbury and breakfast

were reached at 7.30 ;
luncheon at the

London Stone by Staines, and Windsor

Bridge was reached at 2. After a visit

to Eton, the return journey was com-
menced ; dinner was taken at Staines,

and Horse-ferry was reached again at

12 p.m., the whole distance having been

accomplished in twenty-one hours, of

which locks and other stoppages accounted

for seven hours.

Mr. Bailey
—

quoting from Rowing at

Westminster—writes :

" The crew was
therefore at work for fourteen hours, and

judging the distance between Windsor

Bridge and Horse-ferry stairs to be fifty-

six miles, which is rather under than over

the mark ... we find that an average

speed of eight miles was kept up during
the entire time that the boat was in

motion. This was no child's play. It
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seems, indeed, almost impossible that the

distance could have been accomplished
in the time that is named. ... I can
vouch that it was. We left one oar,

No. 7, at Richmond, on our way down,
and at Putney our stroke oar was so done

up that he lay in the bottom of the boat,
and we came the last six miles with only
six oars, in a pouring rain."

They loved
"
water," these sturdy

O.WW. ! We call up another witness,
Sir George Webbe Dasent, who was at

Westminster 1830-4, and wrote a curious,

partly autobiographical novel, Annals of
an Eventful Life. Therein we find :

** Then there was the water, and the

funnies, cutters, wherries, punch-bowls,
and half-deckers that thronged the river

daily. As I have said that in those

times there were no envelopes, I may
add that in those days there were no

penny steamers to interfere with rowing.

Sailing barges were our great enemies,
and often have I been in fear of my life

from them ;
but how we used to go on

the water ! What races and sculling
matches we used to have ! Very soon
after I went to Westminster I got a
'

stick-licking,* a very nasty thing, let
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me tell you, that made you black and
blue all over, for leaving the boat-hook

of a four-oared, which I steered, hanging
on Putney Bridge, when we started

against four other four-oars to race to

Westminster. We got a good start by
leaving that boat-hook behind, but I

smarted for it in a way which makes me
remember it right well. And the Eight,
what pulls they used to have on an
'

early play,' when the tide served, rowing
down to Greenwich, shooting that head-

long old London Bridge by the way, and
back again by one o'clock ; then to

Richmond on the last of the flood-tide,

and back again with the ebb in the after-

noon—a pretty good spell of rowing for

one day."
He adds sadly

—and we can echo the

sadness—" But now, where is the West-

minster water ? where are her eights ?

and where is her annual match with

Eton ? It will soon be one of those

events which no fellow can remember."

In 1829 came the first race with Eton,

on July 29th, from Putney through the

old bridge at Hammersmith and back to

the starting-point. Eton was attired in

blue-striped Guernsey frocks and dark
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straw hats with blue ribbons ;
West-

minster wore white shirts and white

straw hats. The race was timed to start

at six, and after a gallant struggle Eton

won, as she did again in 1831 and 1836.

The tide of victory changed in 1837 ;

the race was rowed on May 4th, the

course being from Datchet Bridge for a

mile and a quarter down stream and
back. Searle built for the winners their

boat, fancifully named the Haidee, their

rivals rowing in the Britannia by Archer,

of Lambeth.
" On the signal being

given," we quote Forshall,
"
the West-

minsters dashed in advance, and, in

passing his Majesty's carriage, which was
stationed about one hundred and fifty

yards from the bridge, they were at

least half a boat's length ahead. At the

comer of the park-wall, and nearly

opposite Mr. Fowler's cottage, the

Etonians came more into the middle of

the stream, and evidently made a strong

pull, in the hope of catching their oppo-
nents on the quarter ;

but they were

wide of the mark, and dropped full the

length of their boat in the wake of the

Westminsters. Both parties were loudly
cheered on to increased exertion, and, in
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turning at Newlock, the Etonians doubled

the boat with greater dexterity than their

antagonists ;
and the consequence was,

that they brought the nose of their

cutter full on to the sixth oar of the

Westminsters, who would have shipped
some water, had not young Lord Somer-

ton^ bore the Haidee up by leaning over

on the opposite side. Nos. 1 and 3 in

the Haidee were ordered to pull as hard

as possible, while the stroke side backed

water, and by these means the Etonians

were foiled in turning the opposition

party on shore, and both parties came

alongside each other. After about two
minutes' manoeuvring, the Westminsters

got away, closely pressed by Eton, who

quickly came again on their stern, but

could not succeed in their object, for the

Westminsters, evidently by superior

strength, and with their backs well laid

down to their work, drew ahead, and

ultimately won by between three and
four lengths, amid the almost deafening
cheers of their friends."

In 1838, when all was ready for the

start, the race was vetoed by the Head-
masters ;

the Etonians were actually
^ The Westminster cox.
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ready at the starting post, Westminster

Bridge. H. W. Hodgson, one of the

Westminster crew, was forcibly pre-
vented by his father from defying the

Headmasters' mandate, and thus de-

scribes the sad occasion :

** We felt so

sorry for the Etonians ; to think that

they had brought their boat so far to

no purpose, and they seemed such nice

fellows. They spoke so kindly, and

expressed so much sympathy with us

under our humiliating circumstances. The

stoppage of that race ! Oh, the pity of

it ! the pity of it ! It was a lovely
afternoon ; the tide was almost slack ;

there was not a ripple on the surface.

I saw, as I passed over Westminster

Bridge, the muster of boats on the river,

and the surging crowd, which had already

gathered on the bridge itself ; a crowd

doomed, as I knew, to disappoint-
ment. No wonder there was in-

dignation ! No wonder that Williamson *

was unblessed that day by those who
had been thus causelessly balked of

their sport."
In 1842 Westminster won; in '43, Eton;

'45, Westminster ; '46, Westminster ;

* The Headmaster.
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'47, Eton; '60, Eton; '61, Eton;
'62, Eton

; '64, Eton.
In 1867 it is sadly recorded :

*'
There

was no eight, as there were not enough
fellows on the water fit to row in one,"
and the completion of the Embankment
the following year put an end to

" Water
"

at Westminster itself. In 1871 Dr. Scott

gave permission for
"
Water

"
to be

transferred to a boathouse nearly oppo-
site Hurlingham, and in 1872

"
Water

"

was at Wandsworth.
The first

" Head of Water," 1813-14,
was Nicholas Parry, and the last,

1884, Queen's Scholars, J. Watt, and

Town-boys, A. E. Crews.

Will Westminster boys ever again take

to the water ? Who can say ? But, at

any rate, the past is theirs, and can be
looked to with pride by all, and by a few
still with fond remembrance.
O.WW. have gone again to

"
Water,"

not without distinction.



CHAPTER IV

INSTITUTIONS, MANNERS, AND CUSTOMS

We have now taken a brief view of the

history of the school, have visited its

buildings and taken part in its sports,

past and present ;
and it now behoves

us to vivify what we have seen by a short

survey of some of the peculiar institutions,

customs, and habits of the school, also

past and present.
The school preserves many splendid

and interesting privileges, greatest of all,

perhaps, not only in its direct, but in its

indirect influence upon Westminsters,
the right to use the Abbey as its chapel.
It would be difficult to over-estimate the

influence exerted upon many a thoughtful
and sensitive lad by the Abbey and its

connection with the school and its his-

tory. One, at any rate, as an O.W., I

know, looks back upon his friendship
—

the word is
, curious, but adequate

—for

the Abbey in his boyhood days with fond

recollection ; so must many another.

The right to seats in the Abbey at a

77
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coronation has already been mentioned
on a previous page.

Many of us can recollect, too, the days
when, upon the roof of St. Margaret's
Church, or upon an adjacent stand, we
witnessed the procession going to the

opening of Parhament, or the Lord Mayor
elect's procession to the Law Courts,
which then abode in Westminster Hall,
of which the boys had the run with the

exception of the Divorce Court.

Two other privileges, for long confined
to the scholars, remain to be noted : each

day, six of them—the first to arrive—
are permitted to sit in the House of

Commons beneath the Strangers' Gallery,
and on Sunday scholars were allowed to

use the terrace of the House. The former
of these is said to have been granted by
Queen Elizabeth, and before the late

hours, which during the nineteenth

century became common, was much
used.

An "
early play

"
at Westminster signi-

fied a whole, and a
"
late play

"
a half

hoHday,. and were, and are, additional to

the routine half-holidays. All red-letter

Saints' Days were early plays. The most
famous early plays, however, were fixed
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on St. David's Day, March 1st, and St.

Patrick's Day, March 17th, and the

former brought joy to the hearts and the

pockets of all boys who could prove a

claim to Welsh descent, for on it, we
read in an account written in 1866, Sir

Watkin Wynn always came down to the

school,
"
the custom, even now observed

on some occasions, was for the visitor's

arrival at the gate to be formally an-

nounced to the Headmaster by Monos,
who received a

'

tip
'

for his services.

The master at once
' came down school/

and reappeared through the great door,

accompanied by the hero of the day, who
was received by the boys with great
demonstrations of welcome, expressed by
the vigorous rapping of books upon the

desks. Both knelt down side by side,

while the
*

monitor of school,' kneeling

immediately in front of them, proceeded
with the usual school prayers. The
visitor then

*

begged a play,' which was

granted. The applause was renewed and

acknowledged by a bow
; after which the

whole of the boys rushed joyously down
school, the masters following in more

grave and stately fashion. The visits of

the
*

King of North Wales
'

were doubly
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popular, since he presented every Welsh

boy with a sovereign."
This custom prevailed as late as the

year 1885.

Alas, Irish boys were not remunerated
for the accident of their birth !

On St. David's Day there used also to

be an athletic contest of a peculiar
character. Breakfast dealt with, clad in

white jerseys and ducks, the boys went

up the river to the Red House, and there

proceeded to jump over or into all the

ditches in the neighbourhood which were
in any way jumpable, and which were
numerous in the flat land between the

Red House and Battersea Bridge. The
first three or four ditches were easy to

negotiate, but then troubles began, and
soon mud and slush discoloured the

dainty white.
**
Black Sail

"
was what

the boys would call a
"
corker,"

"
Spank-

ing Sam "
was worse, and "

about half-

way between the Red House and Batter-

sea Bridge," says Mr. Forshall,
"
an arm

of the Thames ran up into the fields,

known to the boys as the
' Red Sea,'

from a reddish tinge in the water occa-

sioned by the presence of iron, which

presented a width of water only to be
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crossed by swimming. The weather was

always cold on the 1st of March, and
there was often a bitter easterly wind

blowing. Hence swimmers were not often

seen on this day in the Red Sea. . . .

No mudlarks by profession ever pre-
sented a more shocking appearance than
did the Westminster boys on the 1st of

March, as they trudged up College Street

on their way to the dormitories, in order

to change their clothes and get ready for

HaU."
*'

Early plays
"

are, alas, amongst the

institutions of the past.
In connection with the schoolroom we

must mention two customs : one of

reward and one of retribution.
"
Principes," or Maundy penny, two-

penny, threepenny, and fourpenny bits

used to be awarded among other reasons

for being among the first four boys
in your form each quarter. Forshall, in

his interesting Westminster School :

Past and Present, tells the following

entertaining and highly moral anecdote :

" But the best things
—even principes—may become agents for evil. And so

two boys in the time of Dr. Goodenough
found, who, being gifted with excellent
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capacities, possessed at the same time
most idle dispositions. Their father was
a rich and munificently liberal man, but
made a rule never to give his children

money except for work of some kind or

other. The elder of these brothers had
the good luck to obtain a principe, which
he carried in triumph to his father. The
father, foreseeing the dawning of a new
spirit in the boy, was vastly pleased, gave
him a sovereign on the spot ; and at the

same time, to encourage both brothers,
offered to give each a sovereign for a

principe, if a penny ; two pounds ten

shillings, if a twopenny piece; five pounds,
if a threepenny piece ;

and ten pounds,
if a fourpenny piece should be exhibited."

Alas, the prospect of such reward led

to vicious, not to virtuous, behaviour.

The two youngsters discovered that in

Wardour Street silver pennies could be

purchased for sixpence and twopennies
for a shilling. El Dorado was discovered !

The delighted father was astonished at

the diligence of his sons, but came to be

suspicious of the frequency with which

principes were now awarded. Accord-

ingly he went privily to the form master
for to enquire, and learned to his sorrow
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and surprise that his offspring were

accounted to be
"
the two' idlest boys in

the school." The reward that the two
then received at home and at school was
not such as they desired, or sat down
under without complaint.

Cowper writes : "He who cannot look

forward with comfort, must find what
comfort he can in looking backward.

Upon this principle I the other day sent

my imagination upon a trip thirty years
behind me. . . .1 fancied myself once

more a schoolboy ... in high favour

with the master, received a silver groat
for my exercise, and had the pleasure of

seeing it sent from form to form for the

admiration of all who were able to under-

stand it." And in his Table-Talk we
read :

** At Westminster, where little poets strive

To set a distich upon six and five.

Where discipline helps opening buds of sense,

And makes his pupils proud with silver pence,
I was a poet too."

But for boys who left undone what

they ought to have done, or did what

they should not, when the crime could

not be wiped out by an
**

impot," or

imposition, there was the birch.
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The ordinary flogging was not a serious

matter, three to six cuts from a birch on
the back of the hand. The extraordinary

flogging, usually administered in our
time in the sanctity of the sixth form

room, was more formidable and funda-

mentally effective. The Westminster
birch was a quite elaborate instrument
of torture, the twigs, eight in number—
no more, no less—inserted into a stout

handle, which could be strongly grasped.
The First Offenders' Act was doubtless

derived from the Westminster custom of

letting off a boy condemned to a flogging
who pleaded

**
first time."

A sad tale is told of one who was flogged
while innocent—at any rate, of the offence

with which he was charged. On a certain

Saturday two Town-boys
"
up Scott's

"

were seized with a great thirst, and
decided that it would best be assuaged

by that delectable drink, yclept punch.
The necessary materials were obtained,
and to share the enjoyment, two younger
boys were invited. Jemmy Smidmore,
the man-servant, considered that this was

carrying things too far, and that it

became not elders to teach the young
idea to drink ;

he gave information, and
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the youthful topers were caught in the

act, not with glasses in their hands or

even by any tangible evidence of their

orgy, but by the fact that the aroma of

the savoury bowl lingered in the air.

The dame herself, of course, could not

recognise the odour, and her husband

being called upon to aid, pronounced the

verdict
" Rum !

"
The two younger

were reported, and honour made it

impossible for them to do more than

protest that they had been guiltless of

punch making. A flogging
—extraordi-

nary—was decreed for one of them ;

slowly and sorrowfully and tremblingly
he made the necessary disrobement.

** Take up this boy !

"
cried Thomas

William Weare, the under-master.

At this dramatic moment, one of the

two elder and original culprits went up
to his form-master and gallantly ex-

plained the situation, and that he was
far more guilty than he who was about

to suffer.
"
Can't interfere now—he's just going

to be flogged
—don't you see ?

"
was the

answer.

So the tender feelings of the little one

were outraged by a
*'

six cutter
"

; his

7—(2150)
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comrade was brought in
"
not guilty,"

and the two chief offenders, such is

the irony of fate, escaped with a
"
three-cutter."

Greatest and most famous of all West-
minster institutions, and long may it

continue so to be, is the Play. When
first a Latin play was acted by the West-
minster scholars history does not defi-

nitely relate, but the following from a

statute of Queen Ehzabeth is explicit :

" On Comedies and Plays to be

performed at Christmas.
'*
In order that young people may

spend Christmas time more profitably,
and may gain a better familiarity with

graceful gesture and pronunciation, we
enact that every year, within twelve days
after Christmas, or subsequently, at the

Dean's discretion, the Headmaster and
the under-master shall jointly see that

one play in Latin be acted either privately
or publicly ; the master of the choristers

another, in English, either comedy or

tragedy, by the scholars and choristers in

Hall. If they fail in this duty, a fine of

ten shillings is to be imposed on the party
whose negligence is the cause of the

omission."
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And down to this day the scholars each

year enact in the dormitory a Latin

comedy, though more than once a

nefarious effort has been made to suppress
the custom. From 1860 the Andria,

Adelphi and Phormio of Terence,
and the Trinummus of Plautus formed
the repertoire, with trial of Eunuchus,
renamed Famulus, in 1907. The Latin

Prologue, spoken by the captain of the

King's Scholars, deals with notable school

events, and the Epilogue is a kind of

revue of general affairs and topics.
An extract from an account written of

the performance in the year 1855 would

practically suit it to the present day :
—

"
Juniors in every degree of heat,

seniors in every degree of excitement,
Third Election and Second Election in

the stiffest possible white ties and the

glossiest possible black trousers, the

captain ruefully contemplating the knee-

breeches in which it is his painful duty
to encase himself, and vainly trying to

look as if he had been accustomed to

buckles all his life. . . . Under-Elections

walk up and down college with thin caps
on, and fancy they are seniors. A rush-

ing noise is heard, as of a party of
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inebriated whirlwinds coming up college,
and the Di Superi (in vulgar parlance
'

the gods
'

^) make their appearance.
Now is the time to see the

*

god-keeper
' ^

in his glory, in kid gloves, cane, and com-

manding voice :

*

Here, Jones, go up
closer.—Room for three or four more in

that corner—tumble up, Davis.' Now,
the small boys, who have never before

been in such an exalted position, get into

a tremendous state of mind, and fail

lamentably in their attempt to look as

if they were enjoying themselves ; how

mightily triumphant look those lucky

dogs who, through the favour of some

monitor, have obtained the doubtful

privilege of sitting on a couple of inches

of window-ledge, with their legs dangling
down as if on the verge of dissolving

partnership with the bodies to which

they belong, and setting up on their own
account in the

'

Ladies' Pit.' . . . And
now suppose that in the epilogue the

usual number of allusions have been

made, and that the old gentlemen have all

gone off into the usual excited state of

1 The "
boys

"
in the gallery.

2 The senior appointed to keep the
"
gods

"

in order.
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uproarious mirth, produced by the com-

prehension of a Latin joke (for their

enjoyment of it is considerably heightened

by finding that they have not so utterly
lost all their classical knowledge as to be
unable to construe it) ;

and suppose the

worthy canon in the fifth row has under-

stood every word, and translated all the

more abstruse jokes aloud for the benefit

of the surrounding company ;
and that

Demipho has wound up with a very neat

and appropriate tag of about twenty lines,

and that he has made his bow, and the

other characters in the epilogue have
made their bows, very gracefully (with
the exception of Chremes, whose wig
came off), and that the curtain has fallen,

you must, indeed, be of a very phleg-
matic temper if you do not join in the

thunders of applause which echo from
the gods above, and the old gentlemen
below. ..."
The Headmaster and the Master of the

King's Scholars select the players, and
rehearsals commence about the middle

of the October term. Something near

half the articles in the dormitory are

cleared away about three weeks before

the end of term, and in their place the
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stage and auditorium are erected, the

play being given on the last Thursday,
Monday, and Wednesday before breaking
up for Christmas. After the last two

performances the
"
cap

"
is sent round,

the collection going to meet the expenses
of the play ;

if there is a surplus, it is

divided up among the leaving seniors ;

if a deficit, these unfortunates club to

wipe it out. Each performer receives a

fee of thirty shillings.

The actors in the play are dressed in

Athenian costume, which was first adopted
in 1839. Previous to the year 1758, there

does not seem to have been any provision
of appropriate scenery, but in that year
Dr. William Markham, the Headmaster,

provided the first Athenian scene used,
which was painted by James Stuart,

generally known as
"
Athenian Stuart."

In 1809 this scene was replaced by a

copy ; and, in 1857, a new scene was

designed and presented by Charles

Robert Cockerell, R.A., an O.W. The
actual painter was Phelps' scene-painter,
Fenton.

Charles Greville notes a curious point
in his record of his visit to the Play in

1843:
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" December 20th.

** On Monday night I went to the

Westminster Play, Phormio, admirably
acted by three of the boys. It was very

amusing, much more than I thought
possible on reading the play. It is the

work of an accomplished playwright,
full of good situations, and replete with

stage effect. They ought to leave off

the vile custom of encoring the prologue
and epilogue. We had to listen to

ninety-six lines of the latter repeated
twice over, when the audience was tired

and, however well entertained, impatient
to disperse.""

Up school
"
on the morning of Shrove

Tuesday used to be a great and exciting
time. At eleven o'clock, when the whole
school were assembled ^ and presumably
at work, the great door of the school-

room would be flung open. Enter one of

the Abbey vergers with his silver poker,
followed by the college cook, not un-

nervous, and armed with a frying-pan

containing a huge pancake about half-an-

inch thick, made, we believe, of putty and
horsehair. Conjure up the scene ! The

1 Of course, before the modern class-room

arrangements.
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cook and the verger below the bar which
extends across the schoolroom ; above,
the boys assembled expectant, and behind
them the masters and any visitors who

might be present. In the midst of a

breathless excitement the cook takes

aim, and tosses the pancake over the bar.

Then began the
'*

greeze," as it was

called, a splendid and terrific scrimmage
to obtain the pancake, for did not the

boy who secured it and presented it

entire at the Deanery receive from
the Dean a guinea ? A hard-earned

guinea, too, for the
"
greeze

"
was

a mighty tussle. Alack, times have

changed ! In these degenerate days,
instead of the whole school joining in

the fray, each form selects one boy to

represent it.

The cook was anxious, because if he
failed to toss the pancake over the bar,
there was no guinea to be won, and he
was likely to suffer dire punishment.
For the third time running, in 1865, the

cook did so fail, and the boys promptly
**
booked

"
him, brought him to book by

hurling books—the heavier the better—
at him. The wretched man lost his

temper, and retaliated by throwing his
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frying-pan at his assailants, damaging
the headpiece of one Dasent.

Seldom, indeed, was the guinea won.
Forshall tells of a boy named Burton

achieving the feat ; and Captain Mark-
ham in his charming Recollections of a
Town Boy at Westminster, 1849-1855,
narrates how the golden guerdon was
once won by a boy whose name should,

therefore, be immortal
;
he was a small

boy, and a delicate, and, therefore, un-

likely to venture even on an attempt
upon the pancake. George Francis Wells
** was standing on the front-desk, when
the

'

third election
'

closed in on the pan-
cake . . . some fellow gave him a push ;

he fell forward into the middle of the

ring, and found himself actually on the

top of the pancake. He grasped his

opportunity, and the pancake, unbut-
toned his waistcoat as he lay upon the

floor, slipped the pancake in, buttoned

up again, and then managed to wriggle
out of the scrimmage on his hands and
knees. With preternatural wisdom he
held his tongue, the

'

greeze
'

gradually
subsided, and not a vestige of the pancake
was to be seen."

And, it must be recorded, if the cook
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deposited part of the precious pancake
on the bar, the Headmaster was expected
to exclaim :

"
HdvKaKov."

The pancake
"
greeze

"
naturally turns

our thoughts to conflicts of a sterner

nature ; Westminster used to be famous
for its fights.

Beneath the very shadow of the Abbey,
in the

"
green

''

enclosed by the cloisters—there was the ancient battle ground
where many a bloody and stern combat
was fought out. A word—a blow—and
then

"
ril fight you in the green." At

the hour appointed all the boys, save

those bound to
"
water," would assemble ;

a ring was formed, seconds, a timekeeper,
and an umpire selected ; water, sponges,
and restoratives provided ;

the com-
batants stripped to their jerseys ;

the

fight began. A stern ordeal, but fighting
well into the early years of the nineteenth

century was by fathers, masters, and boys
looked upon as a necessary part of educa-

tion, however greatly mothers might
lament. And it should not be forgotten
that fighting provided a good corrective

against bullying.
Forshall writes of this formal

encounter :
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"
It was carried on with all the regu-

larity of a prize-fight, and was similar in

all respects, with this capital difference,

that victory was the only prize. The

boys engaged reclined on their seconds'

knees between the rounds, who chafed

their hands, and administered advice and

encouragement. The chafing of the hands
was a very important point, as the sub-

sequent pain from long clenching of the

fingers is thereby much lessened. The

fight over, which usually lasted till one
of the two was exhausted, the opponents
shook hands, and the

*

green,' which, by
the way, was in those days any colour

but green, from the frequent trampling
of feet, was evacuated. The spectacle at

first was the reverse of pleasant, and I

felt sick at the sight of blood pouring
down from many a wound."

Frederick Reynolds narrates an

exciting event :

"
I was placed in the head form . . .

and one day, playing at football in the

Cloisters, with a rival schoolfellow of the

name of Hamblin, a quarrel arose between
us. We fought on the spot, and, during
the contest, I received a blow which made
me stagger, and then fall on the stones,
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with such force,
1 that my arm was

dreadfully fractured.
*' The Abbey bell at the moment tolling

two in the afternoon (the signal for the

return of school hours), all the boys
immediately fled. ..."

In Fifty Years of My Life, Lord
Albemarle gives us a vivid peep of

fighting in the green :

" The autobiography of a Westminster

schoolboy of the early part of the nine-

teenth century would be incomplete with-

out some mention of the rage for fighting,
with which the author of these memoirs,
in common with the rest of his country-
men, was then afflicted, and which made
him a performer in

*

the fighting green,'
much oftener than he now cares to

specify. The '

noble science of self-

defence
'

was inculcated upon us boys
as one of the essentials of a gentleman's
education. . . . Carey

^ who had been
a good fighter in his day, did all in his

power to foster this pugnacious feeling.

When my friend and co-Busbeian, Mr.

James Mure, was captain of the school,
^ Punctuation, apparently, not then taught

at Westminster.
2 The Headmaster.
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the Doctor took him to task for the idle-

ness of one Lambert, a junior on the

foundation. Mure pleaded that he had
not

'

helped
'

Lambert into college, but
that he believed him to be a good honest

fellow, and by no means deficient in

abilities.
" ' Where did he get that black eye ?

'

asked Carey.
"'In fighting a "scy/"i" ' Which hcked ?

'

" '

Lambert.'
" *

Well, if he is a good fellow and a

good fighter, we must not be too hard

upon him for his Latin and Greek.*
"

Fighting very naturally leads us on to
"
fagging

"
and

**

ragging," both of which
attained to a high degree of excellence at

Westminster. A " new boy
"

was not

expected to learn his way about entirely
on

"
his own," but was aided by a prac-

tice called
"
Substance and Shadow."

The new boy was the Shadow, and to

him was allotted by his form-master a

Substance, a boy not in his first term,
who was,

"
for the space of a week,

responsible for the proper conduct of

his
' shadow.'

" He had to tell him the
1 Westminster for

"
cad."
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hours of
*'

school," what books to obtain

and where, and, above all, to make him

acquainted with the school etiquette.
In class, the Shadow behaved as a shadow
should do, and was always next—below—his Substance, whom he was expected
to assist with a correct answer if he were
"
stumped." This still prevails

"
up

Grant's."

We need not give a detailed description
of

"
fagging

"
in the days of old ; carried

to excess, it has great power for evil, but

kept within proper bounds, it possesses
a disciplinary power which tends greatly
toward good in boys who have grit. In

fact, it is a capital way of licking puppies
into shape and knocking the nonsense out
of them. A fag while a fag seldom sees

the advantages of the system, but it is

rare to find an old boy who does not

acknowledge that it did him good. There
is something a little namby-pamby about
this following complaint of William Tas-

well, who writes :

'* The 4th of May, 1667,
I was enrolled a King's Scholar by the

Bishop of Rochester, Dean of West-
minster. I was extremely maltreated

during my seven months and two weeks'

servitude as junior by the monitors,
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whom a considerable share of power with

which they are invested renders insolent ;

employed chiefly in performing the menial

office of a servant, in consequence of this

diverted from my studies, and even when
freed from this state of slavery could

scarce return to them, indulging a lazy

disposition."
The work of a fag was undoubtedly

hard, even so late as 1808, of which hard-

ness Lord Albemarle gives a sample as

regards the quantity of work to be done :

**
I rose as the day broke, hurried on my

clothes, brushed those of my master,
cleaned several pairs of his shoes, went
to the pump in Great Dean's Yard for

hard water for his teeth, and to the

cistern at Mother Grant's for soft water

for his hands and face, passed the rest of

the time till eight in my own hasty
ablutions, or in conning over my morning
school lesson.

"
Eight to nine—in school.

"
Nine to ten—Out for my breakfast,

or rather for my master's breakfast. I

had to bring up his tea things, to make
his toast, etc.—my own meal was a very

hasty and a very nasty affair.
" Ten to twelve—In school.
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"
Twelve to one—In the Usher's cor-

recting room preparing for afternoon

lessons.
" One to two—Dinner in the Hall—a

sort of roll-call—absence a punishable
offence, the food of

* Do the Boys' Hall
'

quality." Two to five—Evening school.
"
Five to six—Buying bread, butter,

milk, and eggs for the great man's tea,

and preparing that meal.
"
Six to the following morning

—Locked

up at Mother Grant's ; till bed-time,

fagging of a miscellaneous character."

In an account of the school, from which

we have already quoted, written in 1866,

we find a detailed description of the life

of a junior in coUege, where it says his

first year
"
has been fairly defined as a

'

servitude.'
"

After describing the

many claims made upon the time and

energy of a junior in college, the writer

continues :

" But of all the services required of a

Westminster junior, the most remark-

able and original is that which supposes
him to be a walking treasury of small

conveniences for his senior's use in and
out of school. He wears, as has been
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said, a college waistcoat of peculiar

pattern ;
and the pockets of that waist-

coat contain a store which would put to

shame even the miscellaneous treasures

which our great grandmothers were wont
to produce from the depths of some
similar receptacle. He must carry about
with him, and produce instantaneously

upon legal demand . . . two penknives,
two pieces of india-rubber, two pencils,
two pieces of sealing-wax, two pieces of

pen-string, two '

dips
'

(little globular ink-

bottles), two dip-corks, two wedges, two

pieces of gutta-percha (for putting on the

points of foils), and any number of pens.
^

Besides this, he had to carry with him
into school a portfolio containing a

sufficiency of
'

quarterns
'

of paper."
A goodly pocketful ! One other quota-

tion will be forgiven. Speaking of life in

dormitory, the writer says :

"
The floor was on one occasion con-

verted into a draught-board. It was
chalked out into large squares, and on
each square a junior was stationed. ^

^
Quills, of course. We remember them.

Alas, with "
dips

" and other quaint materials

for work,—they
"
are no more."

2
Surely on only two rows each side ?

8—(2150)
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Two of the seniors, standing on an adjoin-

ing table, played a game at draughts,
with these human pieces ; and when a
'

king
'

was made, his representative had
to carry, by way of crown, a small boy
upon his shoulders."

Days have changed very much since

those dark ages, and to-day the tendency
is rather to make hard things too easy
and boys at school too soft, though as

far as can be decided by anyone not a

boy, affairs at Westminster are con-

trived upon the happy mean. Fagging
is reduced to an almost minus quantity,
and bullying can always be trusted to

carry with it its own cure.

One quaint custom survives, and the

only and quite sufficient excuse for its

retention is that it is old and quaint.
At 3.25 in the afternoon, Mon. os. {Monos,
a Second Election boy, the custodian of

the doors, hence Monitor ostium) takes

his stand at the door of College, and
another boy,

"
Watch," is stationed at

the further end of the building. At 3.28

Monos. roars out,
"
Gow's coming !

"

" Watch "
echoes the cry, and so due

notice is given of the stately approach
to

"
school

"
of the Headmaster,
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Of the many changes, among the most
sad to O.WW. are the vanishing of those

two dehghtful landmarks, the
"
tuck-

shops," Siitchffe's, at the corner of Great

College Street, and the other home of

dear delights round the corner.

We have glanced now at every point
of importance, save one, and that one,

perhaps, the most important, the pre-
sent condition of the school. In brief,

it is alive and healthy—healthy in sport
and in learning. It will not be out of

place to give a short summary of the

school work. Classics stiU hold pride of

place, but science and mathematics—what
we may call by its old name, the modern
side—run them close. Of the fourteen

forms, eight are classical, six
" modem."

The daily time-table is :

Winter :

"
Prep.""
Chapel

"
in Poet's

Corner.

First
*'
School."

Second „
Third

Dinner.

Fourth „

Prayers
"
Up School."

7.15- 8.0 a.m.
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5. 0- 6.15 . .

"
Occupations.'*

6.15. . . . Supper.
7.17- 9. 0. . "Prep."
10.30. . . . "Lights out." (9.30

for Juniors. )

In Summer, early
"
Prep." is at 7,

tea at 5, supper at 7.15, and late
"
Prep."

at 8 to 9.30. On half-holidays, prayers
"
up School

"
are at 12.45.

"
Occupa-

tions
"

signifies attendance at one of the

school societies,
"
Library," and so forth.

The societies are the Debating Society,

founded in 1879 ; a Glee Society, which

gives an annual concert ;
a Natural His-

tory Society, a Shakespeare Society, and
a Literary Society.
The school Cadet Corps flourishes.

The school magazine is The Elizabethan.

And could we conclude without giving
a selection from Westminster slang ? No ;

derived from memory and other sources

we cite :

Ballman : The old fellow who used to

sell racquet balls, etc.

Bevers : A snack between meals.

Buck-horse : A box on the ears.

Blue books : Any book not a
"
school

"

book.

Caulk : To throw.
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Coach : Three or four pens so fastened

together as to write the same number
of Unes ; very useful in writing"
impots."

Dip : An inkpot, usually glass, but
sometimes quite elaborate in accordance
with the boy's taste and the state of his

exchequer, or his father's good nature.

Early Play : No work after breakfast.

Fields : Vincent Square.
Greeze : a scrummage or squash.
Hander : A "

swishing
"

on the back
of the hand.

Late Play : No work after morning
school, i.e., a half-holiday.
Muzz : One who worked hard.

Ski, or Scy : Cad or rough.

Quarterns : Paper of a small quarto
size, used for exercises,

"
impots," etc.



CHAPTER V

OLD BOYS

Of the many pleasant things in life there

are few more delightful than the meeting
with an old school-fellow, and then having
with him a chat over old times. For the

son of such a famous foundation as that

of Westminster, there is another pleasure
also, the reading of the Old Boys of yore
who have brought

"
credit and renown

"

to their school. Of such, Westminster
owns so great a number, that in these

pages it will be possible to touch upon
only a few of them, and that but briefly :

Richard Hakluyt, the geographer,
was a Westminster boy, being elected

thence to Oxford in 1570 ; his English

Voyages, Navigations, Traffics, and Dis-

coveries are still delectable reading, from
which we have quoted above. He died

in 1616, and was buried in the Abbey.
The next O.W. whom we may note

was no less a man than Ben Jonson,
who was born in the City of Westminster
in 1574, and was a boy at the school

106
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some ten years later. Thence he went
to Trinity College, Cambridge. His

friendship with Shakespeare, it is said,

enabled him to gain a footing as a play-

wright with his comedy of Every Man
in His Humour. He died on the 16th

of August, 1637, and was buried in the

Abbey, an Oxfordshire knight, Jack
Young, causing to be engraved upon the

stone that covers his remains, at the

charge of eighteenpence, the words :

" O Rare Ben Jonson."
George Herbert, poet and divine ;

h. 1593; d. 1633. Author of The

Temple.
Brian Duppa, or De Uphaugh, was

elected to Christ Church in 1605, became
Fellow of All Souls, Dean of Christ Church
in 1629, Bishop of Chichester in 1638, of

Salisbury in 1641, and of Winchester in

1660. He died at the age of seventy-

four, in 1662. He was the friend of

Charles I and the tutor of Charles II.

He was buried in Edward the Confessor's

Chapel.
William Hemmings may be mentioned,

being the son of that John Hemmings
who was a fellow-comedian of Shakespeare
and part editor of his works, published
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in 1623. He was elected to Christ Church
in 1621. He was the author of a comedy,
The Coursinge of the Hare or the Madcap,
and a tragedy, The Fatal Contract.

Thomas Randolph, poet, wit, and

disciple of Ben Jonson, was elected to

Cambridge in 1623. Fuller writes of

him :

" The muse seems not only to have

smiled, but to have been tickled at his

nativity, such the festivity of his poems
of all sorts." He died 1634.

Of Richard Busby we have already

spoken as Headmaster.
Abraham Cowley was another of

Westminster's poetical sons, though his

fame now is by no means so lofty as it

was in his own day. He stood for

election to Cambridge in 1636, unsuc-

cessfully, but in the same year we find

him a scholar of Trinity, and from his

fellowship there he was ejected in 1644

by the Parliamentary visitors. He died

in 1667. Bishop Sprat writes: "The
first years of his youth were spent in

Westminster School, where he soon

obtain'd and increased the noble genius

peculiar to that place."
Another and a greater poet was John

Dryden, who, in about 1641, being
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eleven years old, was sent to the school,

being elected to Cambridge in 1650. He
died in 1700, and was buried in the

Abbey. To the end of his translation of

the third Satire of Persius, he appended
this note :

**
I remember I translated

this satire when I was a King's Scholar

at Westminster School, for a Thursday
night's exercise ;

and I believe that it,

and many other of my exercises of this

nature, in English verse, are still in the

hands of my learned master, the Reverend
Doctor Busby."
Robert South, wit and preacher, was

elected to Oxford in 1651. Of him,

Busby said :

"
I see great talents in that

sulky boy, and I shall endeavour to

bring them out." He did.

Sir Christopher Wren, the architect

of St. Paul's Cathedral; b. 1632; d.

1723. Made the original design of the

new dormitory for the Scholars.

John Locke, b. 1632; d. 1704. PhHo-

sophical writer ; author of An Essay
Concerning Humane Understanding.
George Hooper, Bishop of Bath and

Wells, 6. 1640. Died 1727.

Elkanah Settle, poet and pohtician,
b. 1648; d. 1724. Dryden, in Absalom
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and Achitophel, wrote of him and
Shadwell :

'* Who by my muse to all succeeding times

Shall live, in spite of their own dogrel rhimes."

Sir Jonathan Trelawny, b. 1650;
d. 1721; Bishop of Bristol, 1685; of

Exeter, 1689 ; of Winchester, 1707. One
of the six bishops who opposed the
"
Declaration of Indulgence

"
of James

II:
" And shall Trelawny die ?

And shall Trelawny die ?

Here's twenty-thousand Comishmen
Will know the reason why."

Nathaniel Nee, dramatist ; b. 1653 ?
;

d. 1692. Author of The Rival Queens,
etc. Died in Bedlam.
Nicholas Brady, b. 1659; d, 1726.

Translated the Psalms into what he
believed to be English verse.

• Charles Montagu, statesman ; b.

1661
;

d. 1715. Created Earl of Halifax,
1714.

• Francis Atterbury, b. 1661
;
d. 1731.

A famous dean of Christ Church and of

Westminster
; Bishop of Rochester. Pope

wrote of him :

"Listening senates hung on all he spoke."

He was a very good friend to the school.
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Matthew Prior, h. 1664 ;
d. 1721 ;

admitted to College, 1681. Poet and

diplomatist.
Nicholas Rowe, poet and playwright ;

h. 1674
; d. 1718. Author of The Fair

Penitent (adapted from Massinger), Jane
Shore, etc. Poet-laureate, 1715. Buried
in the Abbey.
William Pulteney, Earl of Bath ;

h. 1684 ; d. 1764. Statesman and orator.

Samuel Wesley, b. 1692; d, 1739.

Scholar and poet.
William Murray, Earl of Mansfield,

elected to Oxford 1723. Lord Chief

Justice of the King's Bench, 1756. One
of the very greatest of Old Westminsters.

Lord Brougham said of him :

"
Over

that great court he presided above thirty

years, and his administration of its

functions spread a lustre alike upon the

tribunal and the judge." He was an
ardent lover of his old school.

Charles Wesley, hymn-writer ; h.

\l(n ; d. 1788. Entered the school 1716,
and was elected to Christ Church 1726.

One of the founders of Methodism.
William Cowper, the poet ;

h. 1731 ;

d. 1800. His Tiro-cinium, or a Review

of Public Schools, must not be taken too
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literally as reminiscent of his school-days.
Elsewhere he writes :

"
That I may do

justice to the place of my education, I

must relate one mark of religious dis-

cipline which was observed at West-
minster : I mean the pains which Dr.
Nicoll took to prepare us for confirma-
tion. The old man acquitted himself of

this duty like one who had a deep sense
of its importance ; and I believe that
most of us were struck by his manner,
and affected by his exhortations. Then
for the first time I attempted to pray in

secret."

Charles Churchill, b. 1731
;

d. 1764.

Author of the Rosciad ; entered the
school 1739.

Richard Cumberland, dramatist ; h.

1732; d. 1811. Wrote the West Indian,
a comedy, and some tragedies and novels
of small worth. Secretary to the Board
of Trade, c. 1776.

Warren Hastings, Governor-General
of the East Indies

;
h. 1732

; d. 1818.

It scarcely seems necessary to do more
than mention his name ; to give a precis
of his biography would be absurd. A
tangible memento of his connection with
the school is extant in the form of the
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Warren Hastings* Cup, which was pre-
sented to the school by himself, Impey,
and fifteen of their school-fellows, and five
**
outsiders." It is a silver loving-cup,

the handles being formed in the fashion

of elephants' heads, tusks, and trunks.

Elijah Impey, h. 1132 \
d. 1809;

chief justice of Bengal, was, like his

school-feUow Hastings, impeached by
the House of Commons, but the

impeachment was dropped.
Edward Gibbon, author of the Decline

and Fall of the Roman Empire ; h. \131 ;

d. 1794. He boarded with his aunt,
Catherine Porten, who kept a

"
house

"

in College Street. Weak health prevented
his remaining long at the school.

George Colman, the Elder
;

drama-
tist ; 6. 1732; d. 1794. Went to Christ

Church, 1751. Wrote The Jealous Wife,
The Clandestine Marriage (with Garrick),
and a translation of Terence into blank

verse.

Jeremy Bentham, h. 1748; d. 1832.

Entered the school in 1755, at the age of

seven ! Went to Queen's College, Oxford,
in 1760 ; M.A., 1766. Speculative writer

on jurisprudence and politics.

George Colman, the younger ;
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dramatist
; h. 1762 ; d. 1836

; entered the

school, 1772; Christ Church, 1779.

Author of The Heir at Law and John Bull.

In his Random Records he gives some
account of his school-days.
Robert Southey, poet and man of

letters; h, \11A\ d. 1843. His early
enthusiasm as a writer and a reformer
cut short his school career. He started
a school magazine under the name, or

rather foolhardy title, of the Flagellant,
in which he printed a protest against

flogging, of which Vincent, then Head-
master, failed to appreciate the humour,
with the result that the future poet was

expelled. Among his many works was
an edition and life of another famous
O.W., William Cowper.
Lord Raglan

; Lord Fitzroy James
Henry Somerset ; soldier ; h. 1788

;
d.

1855. Served in Spain and at Waterloo ;

commanded in the Crimean War, during
which he died.

Lord John Russell, first Earl Russell ;

statesman
;

h. 1792
; d. 1878.

John Mytton, sportsman ; h. 1796 ;

d. 1834. When but fourteen years of

age, being a ward in Chancery, he wrote
to Lord Eldon, then Lord Chancellor,
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demanding a larger allowance on account

of his being about to marry. The reply
was warm, but not encouraging :

"
Sir,

If you can't live on your allowance, you
may starve ;

and if you marry, I will

put you in prison." He succeeded in

dispersing a handsome fortune, and died

of dehrium tremens in a debtor's prison.
Gilbert Abbott a Beckett, b. 1811,

was a famous Punch man ;
he died in

1891.

Henry Mayhew, man of letters ;
b.

1812; d. 1887. One of the originators
of Punch, and author of London Labour
and London Poor. He perpetuated what

is, perhaps, Punch's most famous joke,
*'
Advice to Persons About to Marry—

Don't !

"

James Anthony Froude, historian ;

b. 1818; d. 1894. Best known by his

History of England from the Fall of

Wolsey to the Defeat of the Spanish Armada.
Sir Clements Robert Markham,

author and geographer ;
b. 1830. Presi-

dent of the Royal Geographical Society.
Governor of the school and Busby
trustee. Author of many fascinating

biographies and historical works.
George Alfred Henty, author and
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journalist; h. 1832; d. 1902. Special

correspondent of The Standard, and
author of numberless stories of adventures
which have delighted Westminsters and
others.

The above must merely be taken as
"
samples," useful to indicate the great

part that Old Westminsters have played
in the history of our country. It would

require a bulky volume to give even in

the briefest way the biographies of all the

distinguished clerics, statesmen, rulers,

men of letters, soldiers and sailors who
have shed lustre on the old school.

May the future be worthy of the past !

THE END

Printed by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., Bath.

(2150).
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